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Constructing Adaptable and Scalable Synthetic Benchmarks for
Microprocessor Performance Evaluation
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Ajay Manohar Joshi, PhD
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Supervisor: Lizy K. John

Benchmarks set standards for innovation in computer architecture research and
industry product development. Consequently, it is of paramount importance that the
benchmarks used in computer architecture research and development are representative
of real-world applications. However, composing such representative workloads poses
practical challenges to application analysis teams and benchmark developers -

(1)

Benchmarks that are standardized are open-source whereas applications of interest are
typically proprietary, (2) Benchmarks are rigid, measure single-point performance, and
only represent a sample of the application behavior space (3) Benchmark suites take
several years to develop, but applications evolve at a faster rate, and (4) Benchmarks
geared towards temperature and power characterization are difficult to develop and
standardize. The objective of this dissertation is to develop an adaptive benchmark
generation strategy to construct synthetic benchmarks to address these benchmarking
challenges.

viii

We propose an approach for automatically distilling key hardware-independent
performance attributes of a proprietary workload and capture them into a miniature
synthetic benchmark clone. The advantage of the benchmark clone is that it hides the
functional meaning of the code, but exhibits similar performance and power
characteristics as the target application across a wide range of microarchitecture
configurations. Moreover, the dynamic instruction count of the synthetic benchmark
clone is substantially shorter than the proprietary application, greatly reducing overall
simulation time – for the SPEC CPU 2000 suite, the simulation time reduction is over
five orders of magnitude compared to the entire benchmark execution.
We develop an adaptive benchmark generation strategy that trades off accuracy to
provide the flexibility to easily alter program characteristics. The parameterization of
workload metrics makes it possible to succinctly describe an application’s behavior using
a limited number of fundamental program characteristics. This provides the ability to
alter workload characteristics and construct scalable benchmarks that allows researchers
to explore a wider range of the application behavior space, conduct program behavior
studies, and model emerging workloads.
The parameterized workload model is the foundation for automatically
constructing power and temperature oriented synthetic workloads.

We show that

machine learning algorithms can be effectively used to search the application behavior
space to automatically construct benchmarks for evaluating the power and temperature
characteristics of a computer architecture design.
The need for a scientific approach to construct synthetic benchmarks, to
complement application benchmarks, has long been recognized by the computer
architecture research community, and this dissertation work is a significant step towards
achieving that goal.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Estimating and comparing the performance of computer systems has always been
a challenging task faced by computer architects and researchers. One of the classic and
most popular techniques to measure the performance of a computer system is to
characterize its behavior when executing a representative workload.

Typically, the

representative workload is a set of benchmark programs that is believed to be
representative of typical applications that could be executed on the computer system.
The use of benchmarks for quantitatively evaluating novel ideas, analyzing design
alternatives, and identifying performance bottlenecks has become the mainstay in
computer systems research and development. A wide range of programs, ranging from
microbenchmarks, kernels, hand-coded synthetic benchmarks, to full-blown real-world
applications, have been used for the performance evaluation of computer architectures.
Early synthetic benchmarks, such as Whetstone [Curnow and Wichman, 1976]
and Dhrystone [Weicker, 1984], had the advantage of being able to consolidate
application behaviors into one program. However, these benchmarks fell out of favor in
the nineteen-eighties because they were hand coded, hence difficult to upgrade and
maintain, and were easily subject to unfair optimizations. Smaller benchmark programs
such as microbenchmarks and kernel codes have the advantage that they are relatively
easier to develop, maintain, and use. However, they only reflect the performance of a
very narrow set of applications and may not serve as a general benchmark against which
the performance of real-world applications can be judged. At the other end of the
spectrum, the use of real-world applications as benchmarks offers several advantages to
architects, researchers, and customers. They increase the confidence of architects and
researchers in making design tradeoffs and make it possible to customize microprocessor
1

design to specific applications. Also, the use of real-world applications for benchmarking
greatly simplifies purchasing decisions for customers. As a result researchers began to
heavily rely on applications with specific datasets to assess computer performance.
Consequently, application programs have now become the dominant benchmarks.
Due to the prohibitive simulation time of application benchmarks there has been a
revival of interest in the computer architecture community to develop synthetic
workloads [Skadron et al., 2003-1].

Researchers have expended some effort in

developing techniques for automatically constructing synthetic workloads which can
mimic the performance of longer-running real-world applications [Eeckhout and De
Bosschere, 2000] [Oskin et al., 2000] [Bell and John, 2005-3]. The central idea behind
these proposed techniques is to measure workload attributes of a benchmark and model
them into a synthetic workload. Due to the statistical nature of the synthetic workload, it
rapidly converges to a steady-state result.

Therefore, the key motivation for these

techniques was to reduce the simulation time.

The primary shortcoming of these

techniques was that the generated workload was not representative across
microarchitectures and had to be resynthesized in response to a microarchitectural
change.
1.1

MOTIVATION
The motivation of this dissertation is to address the limitations of prevailing

workload synthesis approaches, and improve their usefulness to address some acute
challenges in benchmarking computer architectures. This will enable a much broader
application of the synthetic benchmarks beyond reduction in simulation time. In this
section we outline the benchmarking challenges that are the key motivation for this
research work.

2

1.1.1

Proprietary Nature of Real World Applications
If it would be possible to make a real-world customer workload available to

architects and designers, computer architecture design tradeoffs could be made with
higher confidence. Moreover, if a real world application that a customer cares about was
used to project the performance of a microprocessor, it would tremendously increase the
customer’s confidence when making purchasing decisions.

However, many of the

critical real world applications are proprietary and customers hesitate to share them with
third party computer architects and designers.
1.1.2

Benchmarks Represent a Sample of the Performance Spectrum
The application programs that are being run on computer systems constantly

evolve, and given the diversity of these application domains, benchmark programs only
represent a sample of the performance spectrum. There may be several application
characteristics for which standardized benchmarks do not (yet) exist. This makes it
difficult to project the performance of such applications.
1.1.3

Benchmarks Measure Single-Point Performance
A benchmark typically measures the performance of a computer system for a set

of workload characteristics. This may make it difficult to get statistical confidence in the
evaluation. Typically, it is not easy to vary the benchmark characteristics to understand
whether a performance anomaly is an artifact of the benchmark or a characteristic of the
underlying system. Moreover, the rigid nature of benchmarks makes it difficult to isolate
and study the effect of individual benchmark characteristics on performance.
1.1.4

Applications Evolve Faster than Benchmark Suites
Typically, architects and researchers use prevailing benchmarks to make

processor design decisions. However, it is known that as applications evolve, benchmark
3

characteristics drift with time and an optimal design using benchmarks of today may not
be optimal for applications of tomorrow. This problem has been aptly described as:
“Designing tomorrow’s microprocessors using today’s benchmarks built from
yesterday’s programs” [Weicker, 1997] [Yi et al., 2006-1]. Therefore, it is important for
architects and researchers to analyze the effect of workload behavior drift on
microprocessor performance. However, developing new benchmark suites and upgrading
existing benchmark suites is extremely time-consuming and by consequence very costly.
Therefore, it is not possible for the benchmark development process to keep pace with the
rate at which new applications emerge.
1.1.5

Challenges in Studying Commercial Workload Performance
Commercial workloads, such as online transaction processing (OLTP) and

decision support systems (DSS), which handle day-to-day business transactions form an
important class of applications. However, these workloads are complex and have large
hardware requirements for full-scale setup.

As a result, it is difficult to study the

performance of these workloads in simulation based research and during pre-silicon
performance and power studies.
1.1.6

Prohibitive Simulation Time of Application Benchmarks
A key challenge in engineering benchmarks from real-world applications is to

make them simulation friendly – a very large dynamic instruction count results in
intractable simulation times even on today’s fastest simulators running on today’s fastest
machines. Also, application benchmarks that need execution of several other software
layers, e.g. operating system calls, can be simulated only on a complete system
performance model. Therefore, it is usually impossible to execute these applications on
Register-Transfer-Language (RTL) models.
4

1.1.7

Need for Power and Temperature Oriented Stress Benchmarks
Estimating the maximum power and thermal characteristics of a microarchitecture

is essential for designing the power delivery system, packaging, cooling, and
power/thermal management schemes for a microprocessor. Typical benchmark suites
used in performance evaluation do not stress the microarchitecture to the limit, and the
current practice in industry is to develop artificial benchmarks that are specifically
written to generate maximum processor (component) activity. However, manually
developing and tuning such synthetic benchmarks is extremely tedious, requires an
intimate understanding of the microarchitecture, and is therefore very time-consuming.
1.2

OBJECTIVES
In this section we outline the key objectives of this dissertation research and

highlight how they improve the usefulness of synthetic workloads for computer
performance evaluation and benchmarking.
1.2.1

Evaluating the Efficacy of Statistical Workload Modeling
Statistical workload modeling has been proposed as an approach to reduce the

time needed to generate quantitative performance estimates early in the design cycle.
The key idea in statistical workload modeling is to model a workload’s important
performance characteristics in a synthetic trace, and execute the trace in a statistical
simulator to obtain a performance estimate. Since the performance estimate quickly
converges, the simulation speed of statistical simulation makes it an attractive technique
to quickly explore a large design space.
Statistical workload modeling forms the foundation of synthetic workload
generation. Therefore, one of the objectives of this dissertation is to develop a technique
to quantify the representativeness of synthetic workloads. The use of a rigorous approach
5

to evaluate the efficacy of statistical workload modeling will increase the confidence of
computer architects and researchers in the use of synthetic workloads for performance
evaluation.
1.2.2

Techniques for Distilling the Essence of Applications into Benchmarks
Prior work [Bell and John, 2005-1] [Bell and John., 2005-2] shows that if a

program property is modeled into synthetic workloads using a microarchitecturedependent feature (e.g. generating a cache access pattern to match a target miss-rate) it
yields high errors on configurations that are very different from the ones for which they
were synthesized.

In order to ensure that the generated synthetic workload is

representative across a wide range of configurations we choose microarchitectureindependent workload attributes to capture the program property to be modeled. An
objective of this research is to develop modeling approaches for incorporating locality
and control flow predictability of programs into synthetic workloads. The approach used
in these models is to use an inherent program attribute to quantify and abstract code
properties related to spatial locality, temporal locality, and branch predictability. These
attributes are then used to generate a trace or a benchmark with similar properties. If the
feature faithfully captured the program property, the resulting performance metrics e.g.
cache miss-rate and branch prediction rate will be similar to that of the original
application program.
1.2.3

Miniature Workload Synthesis for Early Design Stage Studies
An objective of this research is to develop synthetic benchmarks that not only

capture the essence of proprietary workloads but can also be simulated in a reasonable
amount of time. The important distinction of this objective from prior research is that our
goal is to maintain the representativeness of the synthetic workload across a wide range
6

of microarchitectures and still achieve the reduction in simulation time.

Having

synthetic benchmarks that are miniature will enable one to use longer-running
benchmarks and applications, which are typically difficult to setup, for early design space
performance and power studies. The miniaturization of synthetic benchmarks is also
essential to make it possible to execute them on RTL models. The synthetic benchmarks
can then be used to effectively narrow down a design space in a tractable amount of time.
1.2.4

Exploring the Feasibility of Parameterized Workload Modeling
A synthetic program that can be tuned to produce a variety of benchmark

characteristics would be of great benefit to the computer architecture community. An
objective of this research is to develop an adaptive benchmark generation strategy for
constructing scalable synthetic benchmarks.

Essentially one needs to generate a

framework based on a parameterized workload model. The scalable benchmarks provide
the flexibility to alter program characteristics and explore and wider range of the
application behavior space.
1.2.5

Power and Temperature Oriented Synthetic Benchmarks
Although power, temperature, and energy have recently emerged as first class

design constraints, the computer architecture community currently lacks benchmarks that
are oriented towards temperature and power characterization of a design. Estimating the
maximum power and thermal characteristics of a microarchitecture is essential for
designing the power delivery system, packaging, cooling, and power/thermal
management schemes for a high-performance microprocessor.

An objective of this

research is to develop synthetic workloads that are oriented towards evaluating
microarchitecture-level power and temperature characteristics. Typical benchmark suites
used in performance evaluation do not stress the microarchitecture to its limit, and the
7

current practice in industry is to develop artificial benchmarks that are specifically
written to generate maximum processor (component) activity. However, manually
developing and tuning such synthetic benchmarks is extremely tedious, requires an
intimate understanding of the microarchitecture, and is therefore very time-consuming.
Automatic construction of power and temperature oriented workloads will significantly
reduce the time required for power and temperature characterization.
1.3

THESIS STATEMENT
A hardware-independent workload model and an adaptive benchmark generation

strategy to construct representative miniature synthetic benchmarks, can be used to
disseminate proprietary applications as benchmarks, construct scalable benchmarks to
represent emerging workloads, model commercial workloads, and develop power and
temperature oriented synthetic benchmarks.
1.4

CONTRIBUTIONS
This dissertation makes a contribution towards advancing state-of-the-art in

developing representative synthetic benchmarks and broadening the applicability of
synthetic workloads for microprocessor performance evaluation. The contributions from
this dissertation have the following impact -

(1) enable computer designers and

researchers to use proprietary and longer-running application programs for power and
performance evaluation, (2) help end users and customers to project the performance of a
proprietary workload on a given microprocessor, (3) foster sharing of benchmarks
between industry and academia, (4) provide a mechanism for benchmark designers to
model emerging workloads, and (5) enable computer architects and compiler designers
to conduct program behavior studies. The following is a summary of the specific
contributions from this research work.
8

This dissertation uses a rigorous statistical approach to systematically evaluate the
absolute and relative accuracy of synthetic workload modeling in design space
exploration studies. The empirical results obtained from a thorough evaluation of
synthetic workload modeling significantly increases the confidence of architects,
designers, and researchers in the use of synthetic benchmarks for microprocessor
performance evaluation.
An important contribution of this dissertation over prior work in synthetic
benchmark generation [Bell and John, 2005-1] [Bell and John, 2005-2] is that we
demonstrate that it is possible to capture the performance of a program using an abstract
workload model that only uses hardware-independent workload attributes. Since the
design of the synthetic workload is guided only by the application characteristics and is
independent of any hardware specific features, the workload can be used across a wide
range of microarchitectures. We show in our evaluation that the synthetic benchmark
clone shows good correlation with the original application across a wide range of cache,
branch predictor, and other microarchitecture configurations.

This improves the

representativeness of the synthetic workload and obviates the need to resynthesize the
workload when the underlying microarchitecture is altered.
The ability to capture the essence of a workload only using hardware-independent
workload attributes makes it possible to disseminate real-world applications as miniature
benchmarks without compromising on the applications’ proprietary nature.

The

advantage of the synthetic benchmark clone is that it provides code abstraction capability,
i.e., it hides the functional meaning of the code in the original application but exhibits
similar performance characteristics as the real application. Source code abstraction
prevents reverse engineering of proprietary code, which enables software developers to
share synthetic benchmarks with third parties. The ability to automatically distill key
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behavior characteristics of an application into benchmarks is an important contribution of
this dissertation.

Moreover, automated synthetic benchmark generation significantly

reduces the effort of developing benchmarks, making it possible to upgrade the
benchmarks more often.
One of the key contributions of this dissertation is our finding that it is possible to
fully characterize a workload by only using a limited number of microarchitectureindependent program characteristics, and still maintain good accuracy. This finding
enables

adaptation

of

the

benchmark

generation

strategy

to

tradeoff

the

representativeness of the synthetic workload in favor of the flexibility to alter program
characteristics. Moreover, since these program characteristics are measured at a program
level they can be measured more efficiently and are amenable to parameterization. We
demonstrate that the parameterized workload synthesis approach is the foundation for
constructing scalable benchmarks that can be used to model emerging workloads, and
conduct program behavior studies.
This dissertation makes a contribution towards addressing an important industry
problem of characterizing the maximum power dissipation and thermal characteristics of
a microarchitecture. Typically, hand-coded synthetic streams of instructions have been
used to generate maximum activity in a processor to estimate the maximum power
dissipation.

This dissertation proposes a framework that uses machine learning

algorithms to automatically search the program behavior space to generate power and
temperature stress benchmarks. We demonstrate that this framework is very effective in
constructing stress benchmarks for measuring maximum sustainable power dissipation,
maximum single-cycle power dissipation, and temperature hot spots. The automated
approach to stress benchmark synthesis can eliminate the time-consuming complex task
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of hand-coding a stress benchmark, and also increase the confidence in the quality of the
stress benchmark.
1.5

ORGANIZATION
Chapter 2 reviews the prior art in constructing synthetic workloads, approaches

used for workload modeling, workload design space exploration, and developing power
and temperature oriented workloads.
Chapter 3 applies a statistically rigorous approach for systematically evaluating
the representativeness of synthetic workload modeling approaches and quantifies its
effectives in exploring a microprocessor design space.
Chapter 4 shows that it is possible to completely capture the essence of an
application by only using a set of hardware-independent workload characteristics. It
proposes algorithms for modeling the hardware-independent attributes into a synthetic
workload.
Chapter 5 applies the workload synthesis approach to construct miniature
synthetic clones for longer-running proprietary applications. It provides example results
of miniature synthetic clones representative of general purpose, embedded, and scientific
benchmarks.

It demonstrates the usefulness and applicability of the miniature

benchmarks clones for early design stage power and performance studies.
Chapter 6 develops an adaptive benchmark generation strategy for constructing
scalable benchmarks that can be used to model emerging applications and conduct
performance behavior studies.
Chapter 7 develops a methodology for automatically constructing power and
temperature oriented workloads. It demonstrates the usefulness of such benchmarks in
evaluating the power and temperature characteristics of a design.
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Chapter 8 summarizes the key contributions and results from this dissertation and
suggests directions for future research.
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Chapter 2: Related Work
This chapter briefly summarizes prior research work in the area of statistical
simulation, workload synthesis, workload characterization, power and temperature
characterization of microprocessors, approaches for workload design space exploration,
and application of statistical techniques in computer architecture research. In each of
these areas we compare and contrast this dissertation research to prior work. We also
highlight how this dissertation builds upon and addresses limitations of prior research to
advance state-of-the-art in workload synthesis.
2.1

STATISTICAL SIMULATION
[Noonburg and Shen, 1997] [Carl and Smith, 1998] [Oskin et al., 2000]

introduced the idea of statistical simulation which forms the foundation of synthetic
workload generation. The approach used in statistical simulation is to generate a short
synthetic trace from a statistical profile of program attributes such as basic block size
distribution, branch misprediction rate, data/instruction cache miss rate, instruction mix,
dependency distances, etc., and then simulate the synthetic trace using a statistical
simulator. The primary objective of these techniques was to reduce simulation time
during early design space exploration studies. [Eeckhout and De Bosschere, 2000]
improved the accuracy of performance predictions in statistical simulation by measuring
conditional distributions and incorporating memory dependencies using more detailed
statistical profiles, and guaranteeing syntactical correctness of synthetic traces.
[Nussbaum et al., 2001] proposed correlating characteristics such as the instruction type,
instruction dependencies, cache behavior, and branch behavior to the size of the basic
block. They also compared the accuracy of several models for synthetic trace generation.
[Eeckhout et al., 2004-2] [Bell et al., 2004] further improved the accuracy of statistical
13

simulation by proposing to profile the workload attributes at a basic block granularity and
using the statistical flow graph (SFG) to capture the control flow behavior of the
program. Recent improvements include more accurate memory data flow modeling for
statistical simulation [Genbrugge et al., 2006].

The important benefit of statistical

simulation is that the synthetic trace is extremely short in comparison to real workload
traces. Overall, the follow up research work in statistical simulation has focused on
improving its accuracy by modeling program characteristics at a finer granularity. This
has improved the absolute and relative accuracy of the statistical simulation technique,
albeit at the cost of increased complexity and profiling cost.
Various studies have demonstrated that statistical simulation is capable of
identifying a region of interest in the early stages of the microprocessor design cycle
while considering both performance and power consumption [Eeckhout et al.,2004-1]
[Eeckhout et al., 2004-2] [Genbrugge et al., 2006].

They show that the important

application of statistical simulation is to cull a large design space in limited time in search
for a region of interest. Although this previous work has shown that statistical simulation
has good absolute and relative accuracy and is a viable tool for design space exploration,
researchers and architects are reluctant to use statistical simulation due to questions
related to the accuracy across diverse set of processor configurations, ability to stress
processor bottlenecks, and the tradeoff between accuracy and complexity of statistical
workload models.
[Eeckhout et al., 2001] showed that using a combination of analytical and
statistical modeling, it is possible to efficiently explore the workload and microprocessor
design space. [Oskin et al., 2000] [Nussbaum et al., 2001] have also demonstrated the
usefulness of statistical simulation for exploring the application behavior space.
However, these techniques use a combination of microarchitecture-independent and
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microarchitecture-dependent workload characteristics – limiting the application behavior
space that can be explored.

The other limitation of statistical simulation is that it

generates synthetic traces rather than synthetic benchmarks; synthetic traces, unlike
synthetic benchmarks, cannot be executed on execution-driven simulators, real hardware,
and RTL models.
2.2

WORKLOAD SYNTHESIS
Early synthetic benchmarks, such as Whetstone [Curnow and Wichman, 1976]

and Dhrystone [Weicker, 1984], were hand coded to consolidate application behaviors
into one program. Several approaches [Ferrari, 1984] [Sreenivasan and Kleinman, 1974]
have been proposed to construct a synthetic workload that is representative of a real
workload under a multiprogramming system. In these techniques, the characteristics of
the real workload are obtained from the system accounting data, and a synthetic set of
jobs are constructed that places similar demands on the system resources. [Hsieh and
Pedram, 1998] developed a technique to construct assembly programs that, when
executed, exhibit the same power consumption signature as the original application.
[Sorenson and Flanagan, 2002] evaluate various approaches to generating synthetic
address traces using locality surfaces. [Wong and Morris, 1998] use the hit-ratio in fully
associative caches as the main criteria for the design of synthetic workloads. They also
use a process of replication and repetition for constructing programs to simulate a desired
level of locality of a target application.
The work most closely related to this dissertation is the one proposed by [Bell and
John, 2005-3].

They present a framework for the automatic synthesis of miniature

benchmarks from actual application executables. The key idea of this technique is to
capture the essential structure of a program using statistical simulation theory, and
generate C-code with assembly instructions that accurately model the workload
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attributes, similar to the framework proposed in this dissertation. The reduction in
simulation time gained from the synthetic benchmarks and their ability to be executed on
execution driven simulators and RTL models was applied to, power analysis in early
design space studies [Bell and John, 2005-1], and validation of a performance model
against the RTL [Bell and John, 2005-2] [Bell et al., 2006]. This approach models
memory access patterns and control-flow behavior to match a target metric e.g. cache
miss-rate, branch prediction rate etc., and hence the synthetic workloads also reflect
machine properties rather than pure program characteristics. Consequently, the synthetic
workloads generated from these models may yield large errors when cache and branch
microarchitecture configurations are changed from the targeted configuration [Bell and
John, 2005-2]. Therefore, in order to enable the portability of the generated synthetic
workload across a wide range of microarchitectures, it is important to capture inherent
program characteristics into the synthetic workload rather than generate a synthetic
workload to match a target metric. This dissertation significantly improves the usefulness
of this workload synthesis technique by developing hardware-independent models for
capturing locality and control flow predictability of programs into synthetic workloads.
Approaches to generate synthetic workloads have been investigated for
performance evaluation of I/O subsystems, file system, networks, and servers
[Bodnarchuk and Bunt, 1991] [Barford and Crovella, 1998] [Ganger, 1995] [Kurmas et
al., 2003]. The central idea in these approaches is to model the workload attributes using
a probability distribution such as Zipf’s law, binomial distribution, etc., and to use these
distributions to generate a synthetic workload.
[Keeton and Patterson, 1998] [Shao et al., 2005] studied the characteristics of
commercial workloads and hand crafted scaled down microbenchmarks that are
representative of commercial workloads. The approach proposed in this dissertation has
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a similar objective but does so automatically. This significantly reduces the time required
to construct a representative synthetic benchmark.
[Chen and Patterson, 1994] developed an approach to generate parameterized
self-scaling I/O benchmarks that can dynamically adjust the workload characteristics
according to the performance characteristic of the system being measured. Automatic
test case synthesis for functional verification of microprocessors [Bose, 1998] has been
proposed, and there has been prior work on hand crafting microbenchmarks for
performance validation [Desikan et al., 2001] [Bose and Abraham, 2000].
2.3

WORKLOAD CHARACTERIZATION
[John et al., 1998] advocates the need for understanding the characteristics of

workloads in order to design efficient computer architectures. This article provides an
excellent survey on prior work in workload characterization and stresses the importance
of developing architecture-independent workload metrics. Further more, the paper
proposes an idea for developing an architecture-independent workload model and using it
to generate benchmarks. This dissertation is a significant step towards achieving the
goals and vision outlined in this article.
[Weicker, 1990] used characteristics such as statement distribution in programs,
distribution of operand data types, and distribution of operations, to study the behavior of
several stone-age benchmarks. [Saveedra and Smith, 1996] characterized FORTRAN
applications in terms of number of various fundamental operations, and predicted their
execution time. Source code level characterization has not gained popularity due to the
difficulty in standardizing and comparing the characteristics across various programming
languages.
There has been research on microarchitecture-independent locality and ILP
metrics. For example, locality models researched in the past include working set models,
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least recently used stack models, independent reference models, temporal density
functions, spatial density functions, memory reuse distance, and locality space [Conte and
Hwu, 1990] [Lafage and Seznec, 2000] [Spirn, 1972] [Sorenson and Flanagan, 2002]
[John et al., 1998] [Denning, 1968]. Generic measures of ILP based on the dependency
distance in a program have been used by [Noonburg et. al., 1997] and [Dubey et. al.,
1994]. Microarchitecture-independent characteristics such as, true computations versus
address computations, and overhead memory accesses versus true memory accesses have
been proposed by several researchers [Hammerstrom and Davidson, 1997] [John et al.,
1995].
Microarchitecture-independent characteristics have also been used for measuring
program similarity, benchmark subsetting, finding program phases, and performance
prediction [Joshi et al., 2006-3] [Phansalkar et al., 2005] [Eeckhout et al., 2005] [Hoste et
al., 2006-1] [Hoste and Eeckhout, 2006] [Sherwood et al., 2002] [Lafage and Seznec,
2000] [Luo et al., 2005].
2.4

OTHER APPROACHES TO REDUCE SIMULATION TIME
Statistical sampling techniques [Conte et al., 1996] [Wunderlich et al.,

2003] have been proposed for reducing the cycle-accurate simulation time of a program.
The central idea in these approaches is to use statistical sampling theory to reduce
simulation time and provide a confidence interval for the estimated performance. The
SimPoint project [Sherwood et al., 2002] proposed basic block distribution analysis for
finding program phases which are representative of the entire program. The SimPoint
approach can be considered orthogonal to the approach proposed in this dissertation,
because one can generate a synthetic benchmark clone for each phase of interest.
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[Iyengar et al., 1996] developed a concept of fully qualified basic blocks and
applied it to generate representative traces for processor models with infinite cache. This
work was later extended [Iyengar and Trevillyan, 1996] to generate address traces to
match a particular cache miss-rate. [Ringenberg et al., 2005] developed a technique,
intrinsic checkpointing, a checkpoint implementation that loads the architectural state of a
program by instrumenting the simulated binary rather than through explicit simulator
support. This technique makes it possible to execute the simulation point(s) of a program
on real hardware or an execution-driven simulator. The synthetic benchmark approach
proposed in this dissertation has advantages over these simulation points, namely (i)
hiding the functional meaning of the original application, and (ii) having even shorter
dynamic instruction counts.
2.5

POWER AND TEMPERATURE CHARACTERIZATION OF MICROPROCESSORS
A lot of research work has been done in the VLSI research community to

develop techniques for estimating the power dissipation of a CMOS circuit. The primary
approach in these techniques is to use statistical approaches, heuristics, and to develop a
test vector pattern that causes maximum switching activity in the circuit [Rajgopal, 1996]
[Najm et al., 1995] [Chou and Roy, 1996] [Tsui et al., 1995] [Qui et al., 1998] [Hsiao et
al., 2000] [Lim et al., 2002]. Although an objective of this dissertation is the same as this
prior work, there are two key differences compared to our work. Firstly, our technique
aims at developing an assembly test program (compared to a test vector) that can be used
for maximum power estimation at the microarchitecture level. Secondly, developing
stress benchmarks provides insights into the interaction of workload attributes and
power/thermal stress, which is not possible with a bit vector. [Vishwanathan et al., 2000]
[Gowan et al., 1998] [Felter and Keller, 2004] refer to hand-crafted synthetic test cases
developed in industry that have been used for estimating maximum power dissipation of
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a microprocessor. In [Lee et al., 2005], stress benchmarks have been developed to
generate temperature gradients across microarchitecture units.
2.6

STATISTICAL AND MACHINE LEARNING TECHNIQUES IN COMPUTER
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
[Yi et al., 2003] proposed to use the Plackett & Burman (P&B) design to choose

processor parameters, to select a subset of benchmarks, and to analyze the effect of a
processor enhancement. Also, [Yi et al., 2005] [Yi et al., 2006-3] used the P&B design
as a characterization technique to compare simulation techniques and characterize the
bottlenecks in SPEC CPU2000 benchmark programs.
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and Clustering Techniques have been
applied to measure the similarity between programs and find a subset of representative
programs to reduce simulation time and in benchmark suite design [Phansalkar et al.,
2007-1] [Phansalkar et al.,2007-2] [Yi et al., 2006-2] [Eeckhout et al., 2005] [Eeckhout
et al., 2003-2] [Eeckhout et al., 2002] [Joshi et al., 2006-3]. [Sherwood et al., 2002] also
use clustering techniques to find phase behavior in a program.
[Hoste et al., 2006-1] applied genetic learning algorithm to find weights for
benchmarks to predict the performance of a customer application. [Eyerman et al., 2006]
used different machine learning algorithms to explore a microprocessor design space.
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Chapter 3: Evaluating the Efficacy of Statistical Workload Modeling
Recent research has proposed statistical simulation as a technique for fast
performance evaluation of superscalar microprocessors.

Statistical workload modeling

is the foundation for developing synthetic benchmarks proposed in this dissertation. The
idea in statistical simulation is to measure a program's key performance characteristics,
generate a synthetic trace with these characteristics, and simulate the synthetic trace. Due
to the probabilistic nature of statistical simulation the performance estimate quickly
converges to a solution, making it an attractive technique to efficiently cull a large
microprocessor design space. Therefore, it is important to improve confidence in the use
of synthetic workloads by evaluating the effectiveness of statistical workload modeling
approaches and the trade-offs involves therein.
In this chapter, we evaluate the efficacy of statistical workload modeling
approaches in exploring the design space. Specifically, we characterize the following
aspects of statistical workload modeling: (i) fidelity of performance bottlenecks, with
respect to cycle-accurate simulation of the program, (ii) ability to track design changes,
and (iii) trade-off between accuracy and complexity in statistical workload models.
3.1

INTRODUCTION TO STATISTICAL WORKLOAD MODELING
In computer architecture, the simulation of benchmarks is a widely used technique

for evaluating computer performance.

Computer architects and researchers use

microprocessor models to accurately make performance projections during the pre-silicon
phase of the chip design process, and also to quantitatively evaluate microprocessor
innovations. Unfortunately, when using a detailed cycle-accurate performance model,
the simulation time may span several weeks or months.

Further compounding this

problem is the growing complexity of microarchitectures (i.e., decreasing simulation
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speed) and the increasing execution-times of modern benchmarks. Therefore, in order to
meet the time-to-market requirements of a microprocessor, designers use different
simulation models during the various stages of the design cycle. Although a detailed and
highly accurate cycle-accurate simulator is necessary to evaluate specific design points
later in the design cycle, earlier in the design cycle, a simulation technique that has a
short development time and can quickly provide performance estimates with reasonable
accuracy is desirable.
Statistical simulation [Oskin et al., 2000] [Eeckhout and De Bosschere, 2000]
[Nussbaum and Smith, 2001] has been proposed as an approach to reduce the time
needed to generate quantitative performance estimates early in the design cycle. The
basic idea in statistical simulation is to model a workload's important performance
characteristics with a synthetic trace, and execute the trace in a statistical simulator to
obtain a performance estimate. Since the performance estimate quickly converges, the
simulation speed of statistical simulation makes it an attractive technique to quickly
explore a large design space.
Although previous work has shown that statistical simulation has good absolute
and relative accuracy and is a viable tool for design space exploration [Eeckhout et al.,
2004-1] [Eeckhout et al., 2004-2] [Nussbaum and Smith, 2001], researchers and
architects are reluctant to use statistical simulation due to questions such as: (i) What is
the absolute and relative accuracy across a diverse set of processor configurations?, (ii)
Does the synthetic trace stress the same bottlenecks as the original program to the same
degree?, and (iii) What is the trade-off between simulation accuracy and the complexity
of various statistical simulation models?
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 3.2 presents a brief
overview of statistical simulation and the framework we have used in this study. Section
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3.3 describes the benchmarks used for the evaluation experiments. Section 3.4 presents
the results from our evaluation of statistical simulation. Section 3.5 summarizes the key
findings.
3.2

STATISTICAL SIMULATION FRAMEWORK
We developed an enhanced version of HLS++ [Bell and John, 2004] statistical

simulation framework, called SS-HLS++, as our statistical simulation environment. It
consists of three steps: 1) Profiling the benchmark program to measure a collection of its
execution characteristics to create a statistical profile, 2) Using the statistical profile to
generate a synthetic trace, and 3) Simulating the instructions in the synthetic trace on a
trace-driven simulator to obtain a performance estimate. Figure 3.1 illustrates these
steps.
In the first step, we characterize the benchmark by measuring its
microarchitecture-independent and microarchitecture-dependent program characteristics.
The former is measured by functional simulation of the program; examples include:
instruction mix, basic block size, and the data dependency among instructions. Note that
these characteristics are related only to the functional operation of the benchmark’s
instructions and are independent of the microarchitecture on which the program executes.
On the other hand, the microarchitecture-dependent characteristics include statistics
related to the locality and branch behavior of the program. Typically, these statistics
include L1 I-cache and D-cache miss-rates, L2 cache miss-rates, instruction and data
TLB miss-rates, and branch prediction accuracy. The complete set of microarchitecturedependent and microarchitecture-independent characteristics form the statistical profile of
the benchmark.
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Benchmark Binary

Cache and Branch
Simulator

Microarchitecture
Independent Profiler

Statistical Profile
- Instruction Mix
- Basic Block Size
- Data dependency distance
- L1 I-cache miss-rate
- L1 D-cache miss-rate
- L2 cache miss-rate
- D/I TLB miss-rates
- Branch Prediction Accuracy

Synthetic Trace
Generator

Synthetic Trace

Statistical
Simulator

Figure 3.1: SS-HLS++ statistical simulation framework
After generating the statistical profile, the second step is to construct a synthetic
trace with similar statistical properties as the original benchmark. The synthetic trace
consists of a number of instructions contained in basic blocks that are linked together into
a control flow graph, similar to conventional code. However, instead of actual arguments
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and opcodes, each instruction in the synthetic trace is composed of a set of statistical
parameters, such as: instruction type (integer add, floating-point divide, load, etc.),
ITLB/L1/L2 I-cache hit probability, DTLB/L1/L2 D-cache hit probability (for load and
store instructions), probability of branch misprediction (for branch instructions), and
dynamic data dependency distance (to determine how far a consumer instruction is away
from its producer). The values of the statistical parameters describing each instruction
are assigned by using a random number generator following the distributions of the
various workload characteristics in the statistical profile of the benchmark.
Finally, in the third step, the synthetic trace is executed on a trace-driven
statistical simulator. The statistical simulator is similar to a trace-driven simulator of real
program traces, except that the statistical simulator probabilistically models cache misses
and branch mispredictions.

During simulation, the misprediction probability that is

assigned to the branch instruction is used to determine whether the branch is
mispredicted, and if so, the pipeline is flushed when the mispredicted branch executes.
Likewise, for every load instruction and instruction cache access, the simulator assigns a
memory access time depending on whether it probabilistically hits or misses in the L1
and L2 cache.
Although, these statistical simulation models that have been recently proposed
differ in the complexity of the model used to generate the synthetic trace, fundamentally,
each model uses the same general framework described in Figure 3.1. They primarily
differ in the granularity (basic block level, program level, etc.) at which they measure the
workload characteristics in the statistical profile. For this study, we implemented the
following four statistical simulation models:
HLS [Oskin et al., 2000]: This is the simplest model where the workload
characteristics (instruction mix, basic block size, cache miss-rates, branch misprediction
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rate, and dependency distances) are averaged over the entire execution of a program.
This model assumes that the workload characteristics are independent of each other and
are normally distributed. A synthetic trace of 100 basic blocks is then generated from a
normal distribution of these workload statistics and simulated on a general superscalar
execution model until the results (Instructions-Per-Cycle) converge. Since the synthetic
instructions are few in number and are probabilistically generated, the results converge
very quickly.
HLS + BBSize: We implemented a slightly modified version of the model
proposed in [Nussbaum and Smith, 2001]. In this model, other than the basic block size,
all workloads characteristics are averaged over the entire execution of the program.
However, for the basic block size, we maintain different distributions of the basic block
size based on the history of recent branch outcomes.
Zeroth Order Control Flow Graph (CFG, k=0) [Eeckhout et al., 2004] [Bell et
al., 2004]: In this modeling approach, we average the workload characteristics at the
basic block granularity (instead of averaging them over the entire execution of the
program). While building the statistical profile, we create a control flow graph of the
program. This control flow graph stores the dynamic execution frequencies of each
unique basic block along with the transition probabilities to its successor basic blocks.
The workload characteristics (instruction mix, cache miss-rates etc.) are measured for
each basic block. Since the statistical profile is now at the basic block level, the size of
the profile for this model is considerably larger than for the first two. When generating a
synthetic trace, we probabilistically navigate the control flow graph and generate
synthetic instructions based on the workload characteristics that were measured for each
basic block.
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First Order Control Flow Graph (CFG, k=1) [Eeckhout et al., 2004]: This is
the state-of-the art modeling approach. This approach is the same as the one described in
the Zeroth Order Control Flow Graph model described above, except that all workload
characteristics are measured for each unique pair of predecessor and successor basic
blocks in the control flow graph, instead of just for a unique single basic block.
Gathering workload characteristics at this granularity improves the modeling accuracy in
the synthetic trace because the performance of a basic block depends on the context
(predecessor basic block) in which it was executed.
The First Order Control Flow Graph model is the state-of-the-art statistical
simulation model, and we therefore use it in all the experiments. In Section 3.4.3, we
compare the accuracy of the other three models described above against the accuracy of
the First Order Control Flow Graph model.
3.3

BENCHMARKS
We used 9 benchmark programs and their reference input sets from the SPEC

CPU 2000 benchmark suite to evaluate the statistical workload models. All benchmark
programs were compiled using SimpleScalar’s version of the gcc compiler,
version 2.6.3, at optimization level –O3. Table 3.1 lists the programs, their input sets,
and benchmark type.

In order to compare the statistical simulation results for the

configurations used in P&B design to the corresponding results from a cycle-accurate
simulator, we had to run 44 cycle-accurate simulations of reference input sets for every
benchmark program. To reduce this simulation time, we simulated the first one billion
instructions only for each benchmark.
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Table 3.1: SPEC CPU 2000 benchmarks and input sets used to evaluate statistical
workload modeling.
Benchmark
175.vpr-Place
175.vpr-Route
176.gcc
179.art
181.mcf
183.equake
253.perlbmk
255.vortex
256.bzip2

3.4

Input Set
ref.net
ref.arch.in
166.i
-startx 110
ref.in
ref.in
diffmail
lendian1
ref.source

Type
Integer
Floating-Point
Integer
Floating-Point
Integer
Floating-Point
Integer
Integer
Integer

EVALUATING STATISTICAL SIMULATION
In this section we characterize and evaluate the accuracy of statistical simulation.

The objective of our characterization is to analyze the efficacy of statistical simulation as
a design space exploration tool by stressing it using a number of aggressive
configurations. Using aggressive configurations affords us an opportunity to evaluate the
accuracy of statistical simulation by systematically exposing a diverse set of processor
performance bottlenecks.
Our evaluation consists of three parts: In Section 3.4.1 we evaluate the ability of
statistical simulation to identify important processor performance bottlenecks.
Specifically, we use a Plackett & Burman (P&B) design that uses a number of diverse
configurations to evaluate the representativeness of the synthetic trace in terms of its
performance bottlenecks. In Section 3.4.2, we measure the relative accuracy of statistical
simulation by examining its ability to accurately track design changes across 44
aggressive processor configurations. Finally, in Section 3.4.3, we measure the absolute
and relative accuracy of the four previously described statistical simulation models, and
discuss the trade-offs between their complexity and level of accuracy.
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3.4.1

Identifying Important Processor Bottlenecks
Due to their inherent characteristics, different benchmark programs stress

different processor performance bottlenecks to different degrees. Since architects use
benchmark programs to make quantitative evaluations of various points in the design
space and propose processor enhancements to relieve specific performance bottlenecks,
the synthetic trace used in statistical simulation should have the same key microprocessor
performance bottlenecks that are present when simulating the benchmark on a cycleaccurate simulator.

We quantify the representativeness of the synthetic trace by

quantifying the difference between the bottlenecks stressed by the original workload and
the synthetic trace.
For architects, the P&B design [Plackett and Burman, 1946] [Yi et al., 2003] can
determine which processor and memory parameters have the largest effect on
performance (cycles-per-instruction) i.e., identify the biggest performance bottlenecks.
The P&B design is a very economical experimental design technique that varies N
parameters simultaneously over approximately (N + 1) simulations. Based on the results
of the P&B design, we assign a rank for each performance bottleneck based on its P&B
magnitude. The P&B magnitude represents the significance of that bottleneck, or more
specifically, the effect that the bottleneck has on the variability in the output value, e.g.,
cycles-per-instruction (CPI). The bottleneck that has the largest impact on the CPI, i.e.,
the microarchitectural parameter with the highest P&B magnitude, is the largest
performance bottleneck in the processor core and memory subsystem. Based on their
significance, we assign a rank to each bottleneck, i.e., the most significant bottleneck has
a rank of 1, while the least significant has a rank of N.
We evaluated 43 parameters in an out-of-order superscalar microprocessor related
to the L1 I-cache, L1 D-cache, L2 cache, instruction and data TLB, branch predictor
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configuration, integer execution units, and floating point execution units. To determine
the P&B magnitude, and subsequently the rank, of each bottleneck, we use 44 very
different processor configurations. The configurations represent the “envelope of the
hypercube” of processor configurations and provide a stress test for statistical simulation
by systematically exposing diverse performance bottlenecks.

To characterize

bottlenecks, the input parameter values were set to low and high values that were similar
to those found in [Yi et al., 2003]. To quantify the representativeness of the synthetic
trace, we first vectorize the ranks (from statistical simulation and cycle-accurate
simulation) and then compute the Euclidean distance between the pair of vectors.
Smaller Euclidean distances indicate that the ranks from statistical simulation are very
similar to those obtained by simulating the program with a cycle-accurate simulator.
When the vectors of ranks are identical (i.e., the significance of each bottleneck is the
same for both statistical and cycle-accurate simulation), the Euclidean distance is 0.
When the ranks are completely “out-of-phase” (i.e. <1, 2, 3 … 41, 42, 43> versus <43,
42, 41 … 3, 2, 1>), the Euclidean distance is at a maximum of 162.75. We normalize the
Euclidean distance between each pair of vectors to this maximum, and then scale the
distance to a 0 to 100 range.
Since the ranks for all bottlenecks are included in the Euclidean distance,
insignificant bottlenecks may deceptively inflate the Euclidean distance. Additionally,
one has to be careful when interpreting the results based only on the ranks of the
parameters.

It is possible that while the Euclidean distance is fairly high, their

significance may be, in fact, quite similar. In such cases, seemingly large Euclidean
distances are the result of quantization error due to using ranks. To avoid such a pitfall,
we also separately present the normalized Euclidean distance for the most significant 3,
5, 10, and 20 parameters, in addition to all 43.
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Figure 3.2 shows the normalized Euclidean distance for the 9 benchmarks. The
results in this figure show that statistical simulation can identify the 10 most important
bottlenecks for all programs with good accuracy (normalized Euclidean distance less than
or equal to 15). For all 43 bottlenecks, the accuracy is very high for 179.art, good for
176.gcc and 183.equake, moderate for 175.vpr-Place, 175.vpr-Route,
and 253.perlbmk, and poor for 181.mcf, 255.vortex, and 256.bzip2.

Top 3 Bottlenecks
Top 15 Bottlenecks

Top 5 Bottlenecks
Top 20 bottlenecks

Top 10 bottlenecks
Top 41 bottlenecks

50
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Normalized Euclidean Distance (0-100)
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Figure 3.2: Normalized Euclidean distance (0 to 100) between the ranks of processor and
memory performance bottlenecks estimated by statistical simulation and
cycle-accurate simulation. Smaller Euclidean distances imply higher
representativeness of synthetic trace.
In order to understand the reasons for the difference in level of accuracy of
statistical simulation for different programs, we analyzed the absolute values of the P&B
magnitude. For 179.art and 183.equake, the absolute values of P&B magnitudes
for the most important and the least important parameters ranges from 138 (L2 cache
size) to 1 (the number of Return Address Stack entries) and 80 (L1 I-cache size) to 0.4 (I31

TLB associativity), respectively. Note that larger differences in the P&B magnitudes
imply larger performance impacts for that bottleneck. Therefore, in benchmarks such as
179.art and 183.equake, the importance of the most and least significant parameter
is very distinct. However, for 256.bzip2, the difference in the significance of the
bottlenecks is less distinct since the range of magnitudes is only 16. Since the importance
of the most and least significant bottlenecks is not substantially different, incorrectly
estimating the importance of bottlenecks that have relatively little impact on the CPI does
not imply any additional inaccuracy on the part of statistical simulation.
In any case, the primary goal of early design space studies is to identify a range of
feasible design values for the most important performance bottlenecks.

Since we

observe that statistical simulation can do so, we conclude that statistical simulation is
useful during early design space exploration.

For programs such as 176.gcc,

179.art, and 183.equake, since the synthetic trace is very representative for all 43
bottlenecks stressed by the original benchmark program, statistical simulation may be a
valuable tool even beyond the earliest stages of the design space exploration studies.
3.4.2

Tracking Design Changes
During early design space exploration, the ability of a simulation technique, e.g.,

statistical simulation, to accurately predict a performance trend, is a very important
feature.

Or, in other words, the relative accuracy of statistical simulation is more

important than its absolute accuracy. If a simulation technique exhibits good relative
accuracy, it means that the technique will accurately track performance changes, and
therefore can help to identify the interesting design points that need to be further analyzed
using detailed simulation.
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Figure 3.3: Actual and estimated speedup across 43 configurations for 9 SPEC
CPU2000 benchmarks.
To evaluate the relative accuracy, we used the 44 P&B configurations that
represent a wide range of processor configurations. It is important to note that while
these processor configurations are not realistic, they enable us to evaluate whether
statistical simulation is accurate enough to track the processor’s performance across a
wide range of configurations. The approach that we used to characterize the relative
accuracy of statistical simulation was to examine the correlation between the estimated
and actual ranking of the configurations. In particular, we measured the speedup in CPI
obtained from statistical simulation and cycle-accurate simulation for 43 configurations
relative to the 44th configuration, and ranked the 43 processor configurations in
descending order of their speedups. Figure 3.3 shows the individual speedups for each
configuration for all benchmark programs.

We observe that in general, across all

programs, statistical simulation tracks both local and global speedup minima/maxima
extremely well.
We now use Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient to measure the relation
between the ranks estimated by cycle-accurate and statistical simulation.
Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient is calculated as:
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The

RS = 1 – 6 ∑ di2/ (n3-n)………………………………………………………...(3.1)
where di is the difference between ranks estimated for ith configuration and n is
the total number of configurations. The value of RS ranges from -1 to 1. A value of 1 for
RS indicates that statistical simulation correctly estimated the ranks for all configurations
(highest relative accuracy), and a value of -1 means that the ranks estimated by statistical
simulation are perfectly opposite to the ones estimated from cycle-accurate simulation

Figure 3.4:
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Spearman's Rank Correlation (0-1)

(lowest relative accuracy).

Relative Accuracy in terms of Spearman’s correlation coefficient between
actual and estimated speedups across 43 processor configurations

Figure 3.4 shows that the relative accuracy is very good for all programs (> 0.95).
This suggests that for all programs, the ranks for the 43 configurations estimated by
statistical simulation are very similar to the ranks estimated from cycle-accurate
simulation.
From these results, we conclude that statistical simulation can be effectively used
to narrow down a large design space to a few feasible design points. Subsequently, the
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architect can use a more accurate simulation technique to further study these feasible
design points.
3.4.3

Comparing the Accuracy of Statistical Simulation Models
Researchers have proposed a number of different statistical simulation models

that mainly differ in the complexity of the model used to generate the synthetic trace.
Fundamentally, each model uses the same general framework described in Figure 3.1 and
is a refinement of the basic approach to statistical simulation.
Intuitively, increasing the degree-of-detail in the model should improve the
representativeness of the synthetic trace and thus its absolute accuracy. However, what is
not clear is how the additional modeling affects the relative accuracy, and whether there
is a good trade-off between the model’s complexity and its associated absolute and
relative accuracy. In this section, we compare the following 4 modeling approaches,
described in Section 3.2, namely: HLS, HLS+BBSize, Zeroth Order Control Flow Graph
(CFG, k=0), and First Order Control Flow Graph (CFG, k=1).
We use the 44 P&B configurations to evaluate and compare the absolute error,
relative accuracy, and the ability to identify important processor bottlenecks of the four
models. The absolute error (AE) is computed as the percentage error in CPI between
cycle-accurate simulation (CS) and statistical simulation (SS), which is:
AE = (| CPICS – CPISS|) * 100 / CPICS ………………………………………...(3.2)
To calculate the relative accuracy, we use the RS measure of relative accuracy as
described in equation (3.1). To measure the fidelity of the processor bottlenecks, we
compute the Normalized Euclidean. Distance between the ranks of the bottlenecks from
cycle-accurate simulation and statistical simulation for the most significant 5, 20, and all
43 bottlenecks.
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Figure 3.5 shows that increasing the level-of-detail in the statistical simulation
model improves the absolute accuracy for all benchmarks. For the simplest model, HLS,
the AE is 36.8%; for the First Order Control Flow Graph (CFG, k=1), the most
sophisticated model, the AE is 16.7%. Therefore, if the primary goal is high absolute
accuracy, a computer architect should use as detailed a statistical simulation model as
possible to generate the synthetic traces. It is very important to note that the average
error of 16.7% for the state-of-the-art statistical simulation model is for the 44 aggressive,
unrealistic configurations. (Note that from our experiments with using balanced (realistic)
configurations, the average absolute error is 11% for the First Order Control Flow Graph
(CFG, k=1) statistical simulation model, which is very similar to the level of accuracy in
previously published work [Eeckhout et al., 2004]).
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Figure 3.5: Comparison between absolute accuracy of 4 statistical simulation models on
the 44 extreme processor configurations
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Relative accuracy based on the ability to rank 43 configurations in order of
their speedup

Figure 3.6 shows the relative accuracy of the 4 simulation models based on the
ability of statistical simulation to rank 43 diverse processor configurations in order of
their speedups (RS). The figure shows that although there is a large improvement in
relative accuracy between the HLS and HLS+BBSize, additional modeling yields only
slight improvements in the relative accuracy.
Figure 3.7 shows the results of processor bottleneck characterization for the four
statistical simulation models. The accuracy of the HLS model is good enough to identify
only top 3 performance bottlenecks for all programs except 181.art and 256.bzip2.
By increasing the complexity of the HLS+BBSize model allows statistical simulation to
correctly identify the order of the Top 3, 10, 20, and all 43 bottlenecks. The two
statistical simulation models, Zeroth Order Control Flow Graph (CFG, k=0) and First
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Order Control Flow Graph (CFG, k=1), only marginally improves the accuracy to of
statistical simulation to identify the performance bottlenecks.
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Figure 3.7: Bottleneck characterization for 4 statistical simulation models.
In summary, from these results, we conclude that if absolute accuracy is the
primary goal, then the computer architect should use the most detailed state-of-the art
statistical simulation model, Control Flow Graph (k=1). However, we observe that an
increase in the absolute accuracy of statistical simulation does not result in a
commensurate increase in its relative accuracy. Interestingly, a simple statistical model
such as HLS+BBSize has the ability to yield very good relative accuracy, although the
absolute accuracy is lower. Therefore, one key result from this chapter is that simple
statistical simulations models have a good relative accuracy, which makes them an
effective tool to make design decisions early in the design cycle when the time and
resources for simulator development are very limited.
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3.5

SUMMARY
Since detailed cycle-accurate simulation models require long simulation times,

computer architects have proposed statistical simulation as a time-efficient alternative for
performing early design space exploration studies. But the concern for many architects is
that statistical simulation may not perform well for processor configurations that are
drastically different than the ones that have been used in previous evaluations, i.e., it is
suited only for evaluating incremental changes in processor architectures. The objective
of this chapter was to evaluate the efficacy of statistical simulation as a design space
exploration tool, in wake of these issues and concerns to using statistical simulation.
In this chapter, we use the Plackett & Burman (P&B) design to measure the
representativeness of the synthetic trace. The configurations used in P&B design provide
a systematic way to evaluate the accuracy of statistical simulation by exposing various
performance bottlenecks.
The key conclusions from this chapter are:
1) At the very least, synthetic traces stress the same 10 most significant processor
performance bottlenecks as the original workload. Since the primary goal of early
design space studies is to identify the most significant performance bottlenecks, we
conclude that statistical simulation is indeed a very useful tool.
2) Statistical simulation has good relative accuracy and can effectively track design
changes to identify feasible design points in a large design space of aggressive
microarchitectures.
3) Our evaluation of four statistical simulation models shows that although a very
detailed model is needed to achieve a good absolute accuracy in performance
estimation, a simple model is sufficient to achieve good relative accuracy. This is
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very attractive early in the design cycle when time and resources for developing the
simulation infrastructure are limited.
From these results, we conclude that statistical simulation, with its ability to
identify key performance bottlenecks and accurately track performance trends using a
simple statistical workload model, is a valuable tool for making early microprocessor
design decisions.
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Chapter 4: Microarchitecture-Independent Workload Modeling
4.1 WORKLOAD CHARACTERIZATION
The metrics that are typically used to characterize an application can be broadly
classified as microarchitecture-dependent and microarchitecture-independent. Programs
can be characterized using microarchitecture-dependent characteristics such as cycles per
instruction (CPI), cache miss-rate, and branch prediction accuracy, or microarchitectureindependent characteristics such as temporal or spatial data locality and instruction level
parallelism.

Microarchitecture-Independent characteristics are abstract metrics that

measure program characteristics independent of the underlying hardware i.e. they only
depend on the compiler and instruction-set-architecture (ISA).
Prior work in statistical simulation and workload synthesis has used a
combination

of

microarchitecture-independent

and

microarchitecture-dependent

characteristics. Typically, these techniques model synthetic memory access patterns and
control-flow behavior to match a target metric e.g. cache miss-rate, branch prediction rate
etc., and hence they also reflect machine properties rather than pure program
characteristics.

A major pitfall with using microarchitecture-dependent metrics to

characterize an application is that it may hide the underlying program behavior i.e.
although a microarchitecture-dependent characteristic may be the same for two programs
the inherent behavior of the programs may be very different.
Consequently, the synthetic workloads generated from these models may yield
large errors when cache and branch microarchitecture configurations are changed from
the targeted configuration [Bell and John, 2005-1] [Bell and John, 2005-2]. Therefore, in
order to enable the portability of the generated synthetic workload across a wide range of
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microarchitectures, it is important to capture inherent program characteristics into the
synthetic workload rather than generate a synthetic workload to match a target metric.
The importance of purely using microarchitecture-independent workload metrics
to characterize a workload has also been emphasized by recent research whose objective
was to measure similarity between programs [Joshi et al., 2006-3] [Hoste and Eeckhout,
2006-2].

They show that conclusions based on performance characteristics such as

execution time and cache miss-rate could categorize a program with unique
characteristics as insignificant, only because it shows similar trends on the
microarchitecture configurations used in the study. This indicates that an analysis based
on microarchitecture-dependent characteristics could undermine the importance of a
program that is really unique.
An objective of this dissertation is to develop a workload synthesis framework
that can automatically construct synthetic workloads that are representative across a wide
range of microarchitectures and platforms. In this chapter we characterize a set of
embedded,

general-purpose,

microarchitecture-independent

and

scientific

workload

programs

characteristics.

and
We

propose
propose

a

set

of

modeling

approaches for incorporating synthetic instruction locality, data locality, and control flow
predictability into synthetic workloads. The approach used in these models is to use an
attribute to quantify and abstract code properties related to spatial locality, temporal
locality, and branch predictability. These attributes are then used to generate a trace or a
benchmark with similar properties. If the feature captured the program property very
well the resulting performance metrics e.g. cache miss-rate and branch prediction rate
will be similar to that of the original application program. We show in our evaluation, in
Chapter 5, that modeling the microarchitecture-independent workload characteristics in a
synthetic benchmark improves its representativeness across a wide range of cache, branch
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predictor, and other microarchitecture configurations. This increases the usefulness of
the synthetic benchmark during computer architecture research and development as it
serves as a useful indicator of performance even when the underlying microarchitecture is
altered.
4.2 BENCHMARKS
We characterize a set of embedded, general-purpose, and scientific benchmarks.
We use the SPEC CPU 2000 Integer benchmarks as representative of general-purpose
programs and SPEC CPU 2000 Floating-Point benchmarks as a representative of
scientific applications. As a representative of the embedded application domain we use
benchmarks from the MiBench and MediaBench suite. All benchmark programs were
compiled on an Alpha machine using the native Compaq cc v6.3-025 compiler
with the –O3 optimization setting and were run to completion.
4.3 APPLICATION BEHAVIOR SIGNATURE
The abstract microarchitecture-independent workload modeling approach is based
on the premise that the behavior of programs can be characterized using a set of inherent
workload characteristics. This requires that we develop a characterization of the behavior
of programs to understand the set of inherent characteristics that correlate well with the
performance exhibited by the program.

The set of workload characteristics can be

thought of as a signature that uniquely describes the workload’s inherent behavior,
independent of the microarchitecture.
We characterize the proprietary application by measuring its inherent, or
microarchitecture-independent, workload characteristics that together can be considered
as the application’s behavior signature. The characteristics that we model in this study
are a subset of all the microarchitecture-independent characteristics that can be
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potentially modeled, but we believe that we model (most of) the important program
characteristics that impact a program’s performance; the evaluation in Chapter 5 in fact
shows that this is the case for the general-purpose, scientific, and embedded applications
that we target. The microarchitecture-independent characteristics that we measure cover
a wide range of program characteristics, namely:


Instruction Mix



Control Flow Behavior



Instruction Stream Locality



Data Stream Locality



Instruction-Level-Parallelism



Control Flow Predictability
We discuss these characteristics in detail now.

4.3.1 Control Flow Behavior and Instruction Stream Locality
It has been well observed that the instructions in a program exhibit the locality of
reference property. The locality of reference is often stated in the rule of thumb called
the 90/10 rule, which states that a program typically spends 90% of its execution time in
only 10% of its static code. In order to model this program property in a synthetic
benchmark clone, it is essential to capture the control flow structure of the program, i.e.,
we need to model how basic blocks are traversed in the program and how branch
instructions alter the direction of control flow in the instruction stream. During the
application profiling phase we capture the control flow information using the statistical
flow graph (SFG) described in [Eeckhout et al., 2004-2].

Each node in the SFG

represents a unique basic block and the edges represent the transition probabilities
between basic blocks. Figure 4.1 shows an example SFG that is generated by profiling
the execution of a program. The probabilities marked on the edges of each basic block
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indicate the transition probabilities, e.g., if Basic Block 1 was executed, the probability
that Basic Block 2 will be executed next is 70%. Thus, the SFG is a representation of the
control flow graph of the program with the edges annotated with dynamic transition
probabilities.

Figure 4.1: An example SFG used to capture the control flow behavior and instruction
stream locality of a program.
We measure the workload characteristics described below per unique pair of
predecessor and successor basic blocks in the control flow graph. For example, instead
of measuring a single workload profile for Basic Block 4, we maintain separate workload
characteristics profiles for Basic Block 4 dependent on its predecessor, Basic Block 2 or
Basic Block 3. Gathering the workload characteristics at this granularity improves the
modeling accuracy because the performance of a basic block is determined by the context
in which it is executed [Eeckhout et al., 2004].
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Table 4.1 provides a summary of the information that can be gleaned from the
SFGs for the complete executions of the SPEC CPU2000 integer, and floating-point
programs, as well as a set of MiBench and MediaBench embedded programs. The table
shows the number of unique basic blocks in each program, the number of basic blocks
that account for 90% of the dynamic program execution, the average basic block size, and
the number of successor basic blocks. Among all the SPEC CPU2000 programs, gcc has
the largest footprint but still exhibits a very high instruction locality (only 9% of the basic
blocks are required to account for 90% of the program execution).

All the other

benchmark programs have fairly small footprints, suggesting that they do not stress the
instruction cache. The embedded benchmarks also have very modest footprints, with
ghostscript

having the largest footprint. Compared to the SPEC CPU benchmarks, the

embedded benchmarks exhibit higher instruction locality; on average 90% of the time is
spent in 13% of the basic blocks, compared to SPEC CPU benchmarks where 90% of the
time is spent in 27% of the basic blocks. The average basic block size for the floatingpoint programs is 58.2, with applu (111.7), and mgrid (109.2) having very large basic
blocks. On the other hand, the average basic block size for the integer programs is 7.9.
The average basic block size for the embedded benchmarks, 10 instructions, is slightly
larger than for the SPEC CPU integer programs – with djpeg (23.5) having a fairly
large average basic block size.
The average number of successors for each basic block is a measure for the
control flow complexity in the program – the higher the number of successor basic
blocks, the more complex the control flow behavior. crafty and gcc are the two
benchmarks in which basic blocks have a large number of successors, 7.4 and 10.5 basic
blocks, respectively. This high number of basic blocks is due to returns from functions
that are called from multiple locations in the code and multimodal switch statements. At
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the other end of the spectrum, basic blocks in programs such as applu, equake,
gzip, mgrid, swim, perlbmk, and vpr only have one or two successor basic
blocks, suggesting that they execute in tight loops most of the time. Interestingly, some
of the embedded benchmarks, crc32, gsm, patricia, qsort, and rasta have
a large number of successor basic blocks, suggesting complex control flow. For the other
embedded benchmarks the average number of successor basic blocks is 4, which is
approximately the same as for the SPEC CPU benchmark programs.
The SFG thus captures a picture of the program structure and its control flow
behavior. We will use the SFG to recreate this control flow structure of an application in
its synthetic benchmark clone.
Table 4.1: Summary of information captured by the SFG.
(a) SPEC CPU2000 Integer and Floating Point Benchmarks.
Benchmark Number of
Basic
Blocks

Number of Basic
Blocks that Account
for 90% of Program
Execution

applu

348

104

112.3

Average
Number
of
Successor
Basic
Blocks
1.8

apsi

262

127

28.6

3.3

art

69

6

7.7

2.7

bzip2

139

40

7.1

3.2

crafty

514

151

10.5

7.4

eon

303

119

9.3

4.7

equake

47

10

39.6

1.6

gcc

1088

98

6.9

10.5

gzip

163

30

8.7

2.3

mcf

178

23

4.2

4.4
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Average
Basic Block
Size

mesa

211

74

16.4

3.2

mgrid

210

11

109.2

1.9

perlbmk

54

34

5.2

2.0

swim

63

17

41.5

1.1

twolf

155

55

8.2

5.1

vortex

626

44

4.9

6.6

vpr

84

21

7.2

2.2

wupwise

130

47

10.3

4.3

(b) Embedded benchmarks from MiBench and MediaBench benchmark suites.
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7.6
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6.0

3.8
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40

8.1

5.3
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27

16.9

3.2

rasta

1089

215

10.6

9.7

rawaudio

119

3

19.1

2.2

texgen

886

71

10.7

3.9

4.3.2 Instruction Mix
The instruction mix of a program measures the relative frequency of operation
types appearing in the dynamic instruction stream. We measure the percentage integer
arithmetic, integer multiply, integer division, floating-point arithmetic, floating-point
multiply, floating-point division operations, load, store, and branch instructions. The
instruction mix is measured separately for every basic block.
4.3.4 Instruction-Level Parallelism
The dependency distance is defined as the number of instructions in the dynamic
instruction stream between the production (write) and consumption (read) of a register
and/or memory location. The goal of characterizing data dependency distances is to
capture a program’s inherent ILP.

Figure 4.2 shows an illustration of how the

dependency distance is measured. In Figure 4.2, there is a Read-After-Write (RAW)
dependence on register R1 and the distance is equal to 4. While techniques such as value
prediction reduce the impact of these dependencies on ILP, information on the
dependency distance is very useful in understanding ILP inherent to a program. For
every instruction, we measure the data dependency distance information on a per-operand
basis as a distribution organized in eight buckets: percentage of dependencies that have a
dependency distance of 1 instruction, and the percentage of dependencies that have a
distance of up to 2, 4, 6, 8, 16, 32, and greater than 32 instructions. This dependency
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distance distribution is maintained separately for each unique pair of predecessor and
successor basic blocks in the program.

Figure 4.2: Illustration of measuring RAW dependency distance.
4.3.5 Data Stream Locality
The principle of data reference locality is well known and recognized for its
importance in affecting an application’s performance.

Traditionally, data locality is

considered to have two important components, temporal locality and spatial locality.
Temporal locality refers to locality in time and is due to the fact that data items that are
referenced now will tend to be referenced soon in the near future. Spatial locality refers
to locality in space and is due to the program property that when a data item is
referenced, nearby items will tend to be referenced soon. Previous work [Sorenson and
Flanagan, 2002] shows that these abstractions of data locality and their measures are
insufficient to replicate the memory access pattern of a program. Therefore, instead of
quantifying temporal and spatial locality by a single number or a simple distribution, our
approach for mimicking the temporal and spatial data locality of a program is to
characterize the memory accesses of a program to identify the patterns with which a
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program accesses memory on a per-instruction basis and then replicate that in the
synthetic benchmark.
The order in which a program accesses memory locations is a function of its
dynamic traversal of the control flow graph and the memory access patterns of its
individual load and store instructions. One may not be able to easily identify patterns or
sequences when observing the global data access stream of the program though. This is
because several memory access patterns co-exist in the program and are generally
interleaved with each other. So, the problem that we are trying to address is how to
efficiently extract patterns from the global sequence of memory addresses issued by the
program. When a compiler generates a memory access instruction, load or store, it has a
particular functionality – it accesses a global variable, stack, array, or a data structure.
This functionality of the memory access instruction is consistent and stable, and
determines how the instruction generates effective addresses. This suggests that rather
than studying the global memory access stream of a program, it may be better to view the
data access patterns at a finer granularity of individual memory access instructions.
We profile general-purpose, scientific, and embedded benchmark programs
(described later), and measure the stride values (differences between two consecutive
effective addresses) per static load and store instruction in the program. We use this
information to calculate the most frequently used stride value for each static load and
store instruction, and the percentage of the memory references for which it was used. If a
static memory access instruction uses the same stride more than 80% of the time, we
classify the instruction as a strongly strided instruction. Then, we plot a cumulative
distribution of the stride patterns for the most frequently used stride values for all of the
strongly strided memory access instructions and the percentage of the dynamic memory
access instructions that they represent.
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(c) Embedded Programs from MediaBench & MiBench Suites
Figure 4.3: Percentage breakdown of stride values per static memory access.
Figures 4.3 (a), (b), and (c) show this cumulative distribution for the SPEC
CPU2000 floating-point, integer, and embedded benchmarks, respectively. The stride
values are shown at the granularity of a 64 byte block (analogous to a cache line), i.e., if
the most frequently used stride value for an instruction is between 0 and 63 bytes, it is
classified as a zero stride(consecutive addresses are within a single cache line distance),
between 64 and 127 bytes as stride 1, etc.
The results from Figure 4.3 (a) show that for floating-point benchmarks almost all
the references issued by a static load or store instruction can be classified as strides. This
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observation is consistent with the common understanding of floating-point program
behavior – the data structures in these programs are primarily arrays and hence the
memory instructions are expected to generate very regular access patterns. The access
patterns of swim and mesa are very unique – all the static memory access instructions
in swim walk through memory with a stride of one cache line size, and those in
with a zero stride. Also,

wupwise

mesa

has the same cache line access as its dominant stride.

The number of prominent unique stride values in other floating-point program varies
between 5 (mgrid) and 8 (applu). Benchmark

art,

a program that is known to put a

lot of pressure on the data cache, also has a very regular access pattern with almost all the
load and store instructions accessing memory with stride values of 0, 1, 10, or 30.
The static load and store memory access characterization behavior of the SPEC
CPU2000 integer benchmarks, shown in Figure 4.3 (b), appear to be rather surprising at
first sight. The results show that a large number of programs have just one single
dominant access stride pattern – more than 80% of the accesses from static loads and
stores for bzip2, crafty, eon, gzip and perlbmk have the same cache line
access as their dominant stride. Also, a large percentage (more than 90%) of all memory
references in programs such as mcf, twolf, vpr and vortex appear to exhibit
regular stride behavior. These programs are known to have a lot of pointer-chasing code
and it is expected that this results in irregular data access patterns. The observation made
from

Figure 3(b)

suggests that in these pointer-intensive programs, linked list and tree

structure elements are frequently allocated at a constant distance from each other in the
heap. As a result, when linked lists are traversed, a regular pattern of memory accesses
with constant stride emerges, and they manifest as stride patterns. Recent studies aimed
at developing prefetching schemes have made similar observations, see for example
[Collins et al., 2001] [Stoutchinin et al., 2001] [Wu et al., 2002]; they developed stride56

based prefetching schemes that improve the performance of pointer-intensive programs
such as mcf by as much as 60%.
We observe in Figure 4.3(c) that for embedded benchmarks too more than
90% of the dynamic memory accesses originate from strongly strided static memory
access instructions. Most of the embedded benchmarks have the same cache line access
as their dominant stride.

The exceptions are crc32, dijkstra, rsynth and

typeset for which there are 4 to 5 different unique stride values.
From this characterization study of the memory access patterns we can infer that
the memory access patterns of programs (both general-purpose integer, embedded and
floating-point programs) are amenable to be modeled using a stride-based model on a
per-instruction basis. We record the most frequently used stride value for every static
memory access instruction in every node in the statistical flow graph. Also, during the
profiling phase, the average length of the stride stream with which each static load or
store instruction accesses data is recorded – this is measured by calculating the number of
consecutive positive stride references issued by a static memory instruction before seeing
a negative stride, or if there is a break in the stride pattern. Note, that the dominant stride
value and the average stream length can be different for different static memory access
instructions.
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(b) Embedded benchmarks from MiBench & MediaBench suites.

Figure 4.4: Number of different dominant memory access stride values per program.

Figure 4.4 summarizes the number of different dominant strides with which static
load and store instructions in integer, floating-point, and embedded programs access data.
The vertical axis shows the number of different strongly strided values with which
memory access instructions access data. We observe that a maximum of 9 stride values
(twolf)

are seen across the strongly strided memory access instructions.

When

constructing a synthetic benchmark clone, we model each static load/store instruction as
accessing a bounded memory with its most frequent stride value and its average stream
length obtained from this workload characterization. It will be clear when we describe
the synthesis algorithm to incorporate these characteristics into synthetic benchmarks
(Chapter 5) that having a small number of dominant stride values makes it feasible to
incorporate the memory access model in the synthetic benchmark clone – only 9 registers
are required to store the stride values.
4.3.6 Control Flow Predictability
In order to incorporate inherent branch predictability in the synthetic benchmark
clone it is essential to understand the property of branches that makes them predictable.
The predictability of branches stems from two sources: (i) most branches are highly
biased towards one direction, i.e., the branch is taken or not-taken for 80-90% of the time,
and (ii) the outcome of branches may be correlated.
In order to capture the inherent branch behavior in a program, the most popular
microarchitecture-independent metric is to measure the taken rate per static branch, i.e.,
fraction of the times that a static branch was taken during the complete run of the
program. Branches that have a very high or very low taken rate are biased towards one
direction and are considered as highly predictable. However, merely using the taken rate
of branches is insufficient to actually capture the inherent branch behavior. Consider two
sequences of branches, one has a large number of taken branches followed by an equally
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long number of not-taken branches, whereas the other sequence does not have such a
regular pattern and switches randomly between taken and not-taken directions. Both
sequences have the same taken rate (50%) but still have different branch misprediction
rates. It is clear that the former sequence is better predictable than the latter. This
suggests that branch predictability depends more on the sequence of taken and not-taken
directions, and not just on the taken rate.
Therefore, in our control flow predictability model we also measure an attribute
called transition rate [Haungs et al., 2000] for capturing the branch behavior in
programs. Transition rate of a static branch is defined as the number of times it switches
between taken and not-taken directions as it is executed, divided by the total number of
times that it is executed. By definition, branches with low transition rates are always
biased towards either taken or not-taken. It has been well observed that such branches
are easy to predict. Also, the branches with a very high transition rate always toggle
between taken and not-taken directions and are also highly predictable.

However,

branches that transition between taken and not-taken sequences at a moderate rate are
relatively more difficult to predict.
In order to incorporate synthetic branch predictability we annotate every node in
the statistical flow graph with its transition rate.

When generating the synthetic

benchmark clone we ensure that the distribution of the transition rates for static branches
in the synthetic clone is similar to that of the original program. We achieve this by
configuring each basic block in the synthetic stream of instructions to alternate between
taken and not-taken directions, such that the branch exhibits the desired transition rate.
The algorithm for generating the synthetic benchmark program in the next section
describes the details of this mechanism.
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4.4 MODELING MICROARCHITECTURE-INDEPENDENT CHARACTERISTICS INTO
SYNTHETIC WORKLOADS
In this section we propose basic algorithms for modeling the microarchitectureindependent characteristics, described in section 4.3, into synthetic workloads. In the
next chapter we describe how these algorithms can be used to model characteristics into
synthetic benchmark clones.
4.4.1 Data Locality
Based on the results of these characterization experiments we propose a firstorder model to generate a synthetic trace of data address references in the program. In
order to correctly model the locality of the data address stream it is important to ensure
that the reference streams are correctly interleaved with each other. In order to capture
this behavior we build a statistical flow graph of the program as described in section 4.3.1
and, for each static memory access instruction in every node record the following
information during the statistical profiling phase: <Access type (load/store),
Most frequently used stride value, Stride length, Seed address
(first

data

address

issued

by

load/store

instruction>.

The

algorithm used to generate a stream of synthetic data address traces is outlined below.
(1)

(2)

(3)

Generate a random number in the interval [0, 1] and use this value to select a node in
the statistical flow graph based on the cumulative distribution function based on the
occurrence frequency of each node.
For each load/store instruction in the basic block represented by the selected node:
(a) Generate a new reference address (last generated address by this instruction +
stride) and output a synthetic entry in the form <Load/Store, New Address>. For
the first reference, use the seed address as the last address generated for this
instruction.
(b) Increment counter for the current stream length.
(c) Update last generated address counter with the new address. If the stream length
has reached the maximum stream length, reset the last generated address counter
to the seed address.
The occurrence count of that node is then decremented.
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(4)
(5)

(6)

Increment count of the total number of data instruction addresses generated.
A cumulative distribution function based on the probabilities of the outgoing edges of
the nodes is then used to determine the next node. If the node does not have any
outgoing edges, go to step 1.
If the target number of instructions has not been generated, go to step 2. If the target
number of addresses has been generated, the algorithm terminates.

The resulting synthetic trace can then be simulated through a trace driven cache
simulator to obtain the miss-rates. Also, the generated synthetic instruction address trace
can be annotated to the synthetic instruction stream [Eeckhout et al., 2000] [Eeckhout et
al., 2004] [Bell et al., 2004] instead of probabilistically modeling instruction cache
misses. In summary, we have essentially created a congruence class for each static load
or store instruction depending on its most frequently used stride and stride length. Each
static load/store instruction will iterate through its congruence class.
4.4.2 Branch Predictability
In order to incorporate synthetic branch predictability we characterize the entire
application and build a statistical flow graph structure of the entire program as described
in section 4.3.1. In addition, every node in the statistical flow graph of the program is
annotated with the following: <taken rate, transition rate, static branch
address, branch instruction opcode, instruction address of first
instruction in the basic block>.

Once the statistical profile has been

generated, the workload generator uses the following algorithm used to generate a trace
that synthetically models branch behavior:
(1) Generate a random number in the interval [0, 1] and use this value to select a node in the
statistical flow graph based on the cumulative distribution function of the occurrence
frequency of each node.
(2) Use the transition rate of the branch instruction in the basic block represented by the
node to determine whether the branch should be taken or not-taken. If the branch is
determined as taken, the next node to be selected is determined using the cumulative
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(3)

(4)
(5)
(6)

distribution function based on the probabilities of the outgoing edges to the taken target
nodes. Otherwise, the not-taken target node is chosen as the next node.
Using the profile information of the current and next node output a synthetic trace of the
format: <PC of first instruction in basic block, PC of static branch instruction, Branch
instruction opcode, Target Address of Branch>
The occurrence count of that node is then decremented.
Increment count of the total number of synthetic entries generated.
If the target number of instructions has not been generated, go to step 2. If the target
number of addresses has been generated, the algorithm terminates.

In order to perform a detailed trace driven cycle-accurate simulation
instead of just the branch simulations, every branch instruction in synthetic trace
generated in [Eeckhout et al., 2000] [Eeckhout et al., 2004] [Bell et al., 2004] can be
annotated with the branch instruction address, branch type, and the branch target address
instead of using the probability that a branch direction will be correctly predicted.
4.5 SUMMARY
In this chapter we motivated the need for developing an abstract
microarchitecture-independent workload model to characterize an application. The use
of microarchitecture-independent characteristics makes it possible to describe the
inherent behavior of a program, agnostic to the underlying architecture. We proposed a
set of microarchitecture-independent workload characteristics and show that they can be
effectively used to capture the key performance characteristics of general-purpose,
scientific, and embedded applications.

This chapter then proposes algorithms and

describes how to model the key microarchitecture-independent characteristics into a
synthetic workload. The abstract microarchitecture-independent characteristics and the
algorithms to model them into a synthetic workload form the basis of generating
synthetic benchmarks.

In the following chapter we describe how the abstract

microarchitecture independent model and the proposed algorithm can be used to capture
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the essence of longer-running and proprietary applications into miniature synthetic
benchmarks.
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Chapter 5: Distilling the Essence of Workloads into Miniature Synthetic
Benchmarks
In this chapter we propose an approach that automatically distills key inherent
microarchitecture-independent workload characteristics, proposed in Chapter 4, into a
miniature synthetic benchmark clone. The key advantage of the benchmark clone is that
it hides the functional meaning of the code but exhibits similar performance
characteristics as the target application. Moreover, the dynamic instruction count of the
synthetic benchmark clone is substantially shorter than the proprietary application,
greatly reducing overall simulation time – for SPEC CPU, the simulation time reduction
is over five orders of magnitude compared to entire benchmark execution. By using a set
of benchmarks representative of general-purpose, scientific, and embedded applications,
we demonstrate that the power and performance characteristics of the synthetic
benchmark clone correlate well with those of the original application across a wide range
of microarchitecture configurations.
5.1. DISSEMINATING PROPRIETARY APPLICATIONS AS BENCHMARKS
Real-world applications tend to be intellectual property and application
developers hesitate to share them with third party vendors and researchers. Moreover,
enormous time and effort is required for engineering real-world applications into portable
benchmarks. This problem is further aggravated by the fact that real-world applications
are diverse and evolve at a rapid pace making it necessary to upgrade and maintain
special benchmark versions very frequently.

Another challenge in engineering

benchmarks from real-world applications is to make them simulation friendly – a very
large dynamic instruction count results in intractable simulation times even on today’s
fastest simulators running on today’s fastest machines.
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In this chapter we explore an automated synthetic benchmark generation as an
approach to disseminate real-world applications as miniature benchmarks without
compromising on the applications’ proprietary nature. Moreover, automated synthetic
benchmark generation significantly reduces the effort of developing benchmarks, making
it possible to upgrade the benchmarks more often. In order to achieve this we propose a
technique, called benchmark cloning, which distills key behavioral characteristics of a
real-world application and models them into a synthetic benchmark. The advantage of the
synthetic benchmark clone is that it provides code abstraction capability, i.e., it hides the
functional meaning of the code in the original application but exhibits similar
performance characteristics as the real application. Source code abstraction prevents
reverse engineering of proprietary code, which enables software developers to share
synthetic benchmarks with third parties. Moreover, the dynamic instruction count of the
synthetic benchmark clone is much smaller than the original application and significantly
reduces the simulation time. These two key features of synthetic benchmark clones,
source code abstraction and a small dynamic instruction count, enable the dissemination
of a proprietary real-world application as a miniature synthetic benchmark that can be
used by architects and designers as a proxy for the original application.
The key novelty in our benchmark cloning approach compared to prior work in
synthetic benchmark generation is that we use the abstract microarchitecture-independent
workload model to synthesize a benchmark clone. Since the design of the synthetic
benchmark is guided only by the application characteristics and is independent of any
hardware specific features, the benchmark can be used across a wide range of
microarchitectures. We show in our evaluation that the synthetic benchmark clone shows
good correlation with the original application across a wide range of cache, branch
predictor, and other microarchitecture configurations.
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The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 5.2 we provide
a high-level overview of the benchmark cloning approach. Section 5.3 then provides a
detailed description of the algorithm used to generate the synthetic benchmark clone. In
Section 5.4 we describe our simulation environment, machine configuration, and the
benchmarks that we use to evaluate the efficacy of the synthetic benchmark clone for
performance and power estimation. Section 5.5 presents a detailed evaluation of the
synthetic benchmark cloning technique using various criteria. In Section 5.6 we provide
a discussion on the strengths and limitations of the performance cloning technique.
Finally, in Section 5.7 we summarize the key results from this chapter.
5.2. BENCHMARK CLONING APPROACH
Figure 5.1 illustrates the benchmark cloning approach that we propose in
for generating synthetic benchmarks that abstract the functional meaning of a real-world
application while mimicking its behavioral and performance characteristics. Benchmark
cloning comprises of two steps: (1) Profiling the real-world proprietary workload to
measure its inherent behavior characteristics, and (2) Modeling the measured workload
attributes into a synthetic benchmark program.
In the first step we profile a set of workload characteristics described in Chapter
5. These set of workload characteristics can be thought of as a signature that uniquely
describes the workload’s inherent behavior, independent of the microarchitecture. This
increases the usefulness of the synthetic benchmark clone during computer architecture
research and development as it serves as a useful indicator of performance even when the
underlying microarchitecture is altered.
functional simulator.

We measured these characteristics using a

However, an alternative to simulation is to measure these

characteristics using a binary instrumentation tool such as ATOM [Srivastava and
Eustace, 1994] or PIN [Luk et al., 2005].
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Figure 5.1: Framework for constructing synthetic benchmark clones from a real-world
application.
The next step in the benchmark cloning technique is to generate a
synthetic benchmark that embodies the application behavior signature of the proprietary
workload.

Ideally, if all the key workload attributes of the real application are

successfully replicated into the performance clone, the synthetic benchmark should
exhibit similar performance characteristics. However, the key challenge in developing an
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algorithm for generating the synthetic benchmark is to ensure that all the characteristics
from the application signature are retained when the benchmark clone is run on an
execution-driven performance model or real hardware. This is achieved by generating
the benchmark clone as a program in C-code with a sequence of asm calls that reproduce
the behavior of native instructions. The use of the volatile construct ensures that the
instruction sequences and their dependencies are not optimized by the compiler.
5.3. BENCHMARK CLONE SYNTHESIS
We now provide details on the algorithm that models these characteristics into a
synthetic benchmark clone. The second step in our cloning methodology is to generate a
synthetic benchmark by modeling all the microarchitecture-independent workload
characteristics from the previous section into a synthetic clone. The basic structure of the
algorithm used to generate the synthetic benchmark program is similar to the one
proposed by [Bell et al., 2005]. However, the memory and branching model is replaced
with the microarchitecture-independent models described in the previous section.
The clone generation process comprises of five sub steps – SFG analysis, memory
accessing pattern modeling, branch predictability modeling, register assignment, and
code generation. Figure 5.1 illustrates each of these steps.
5.3.1

Statistical Flow Graph Analysis
In this step, the SFG profile obtained from characterizing the application is used

for generating the basic template for the benchmark. The SFG is traversed using the
branching probabilities for each basic block, and a linear chain of basic blocks is
generated. This linear chain of basic blocks forms the spine of the synthetic benchmark
program (refer to step (a) in Figure 5.1). The spine is the main loop in the synthetic clone
that is repeatedly iterated during the program executing. The length of the spine should
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be long enough to reflect the average basic block size and the representation of the most
frequently traversed basic blocks in the program. The average basic block size and the
number of basic blocks in the program, shown in

Table 1,

is used as a starting point to

decide the number of basic blocks in spine for each program. We then tune the number
of basic blocks to match the overall instruction mix characteristics by iterating through
the synthesis a small number of times. The number of iterations over which the main loop
is executed is set such that performance characteristics of the synthetic clone converge to
a stable value.

Our experiments, discussed in Section 5.4, show that a total of

approximately 10 million dynamic instructions are required for convergence of the
synthetic clone. This dynamic instruction count is used to determine the number of times
the main loop of the synthetic clone is executed.
The algorithm used for instantiating the basic blocks in the synthetic clone is as
follows:
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Generate a random number in the interval [0,1] and use this value to select a
basic block in the statistical flow graph (SFG) based on the cumulative
distribution function that is built up using the occurrence frequencies of each
basic block.
Output a sequence of instructions per basic block. Assign instruction types to
the instructions using the instruction mix distribution for that basic block.
Depending on the instruction type, assign the number of source operands for
each instruction.
For each source operand, assign a dependency distance using the cumulative
dependency distance distribution. This step is repeated until a real
dependency is found that ensures syntactical correctness, i.e., the source
operand of an instruction cannot be dependent on a store or branch
instruction. If this dependency cannot be satisfied after 100 attempts, the
dependency is simply squashed.
A cumulative distribution function based on the probabilities of the outgoing
edges of the nodes in the SFG is then used to determine the next node. If the
node does not have any outgoing edges, go to step 1.
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(5)

If the target number of basic blocks (equal to the total number of basic blocks
in the original program) has not been generated, go to step 2. If the target
number of basic blocks has been generated, the algorithm terminates.

5.3.2 Modeling Memory Access Pattern
For each memory access instruction in the synthetic clone we assign its most
frequently used stride along with its stream length. A load or store instruction is modeled
as a memory operation that accesses a circular and bounded stream of references, i.e.,
each memory access walks through an entire array using its dominant stride value and
then restarts from the first element of the array (step (b) in Figure 5.2). An arithmetic
instruction in each basic block is assigned to increment the stride value for the memory
walk. The stride value itself is stored in a register. Since the maximum number of stride
values in the program is 9, we do not need a large number of registers to store the various
stride values in the synthetic benchmark.
5.3.4

Modeling Branch Predictability
For each static branch in the spine of the program we identify branches with very

high or very low transition rates, and model them as always taken or not-taken (branches
with transition rate of less than 10% or greater than 90%). Branches with moderate
transition rates are configured to match the transition rate of the corresponding static
branch. A register variable is assigned for each transition rate category (a maximum of 8
categories).

For every iteration of the master loop, a modulo operation is used to

determine whether the static branches belonging to a particular transition rate category
will be taken or not-taken (step (c) in Figure 5.2). The static branches in the program use
these register variables as a condition to determine the branch direction.
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5.3.5 Register Assignment
In this step we use the dependency distances that were assigned to each
instruction to assign registers. A maximum of 8 registers are needed to control the
branch transition rate and a maximum of 9 registers are used for controlling the memory
access patterns. The number of registers that are used to satisfy the dependency distances
is typically kept to a small value (typically around 10) to prevent the compiler from
generating stack operations that store and restore the values.
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(c) Branching Model –
Based on Transition Rate
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(d) Register Assignment & Generate
C code with asm & volatile constructs

(a) Steps in benchmark clone synthesis
_asm_ _volatile_ ("$LINSTR126: addq $23, 64, $26" : "=r" (vout_26), "=r"
(vout_23): "r" (vout_26), "r" (vout_23));
_asm_ _volatile_ ("$LINSTR127: addq %0, 0, %0" : "=r" (vout_12): "r" (vout_12));
_asm_ _volatile_ ("$LINSTR128: ldl $27,0(%1)" : "=r" (vout_27), "=r" (vout_12):
"r" (vout_27), "r" (vout_12));
_asm_ _volatile_ ("$LINSTR129: addq %0, 0,%0": "=r" (vout_11): "r" (vout_11));
_asm_ _volatile_ ("$LINSTR130: addq %0, 4,%0" : "=r" (vout_14) : "r" (vout_14));
_asm_ _volatile_ ("$LINSTR131: ldl $25,0(%1)": "=r" (vout_25), "=r" (vout_14): "r"
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(vout_25), "r" (vout_14)) ;
_asm_ _volatile_ ("$LINSTR132: addq %0, 0,%0": "=r" (vout_12) : "r" (vout_12));
_asm_ _volatile_ ("$LINSTR133: beq $12, $LINSTR149": "=r" (vout_12): "r"
(vout_12));
(b) Code snippet from one basic block of the synthetic clone
Figure 5.2: Illustration of the Synthetic Benchmark Synthesis Process.
5.3.5. Code Generation
During the code generation phase the instructions are emitted out with a header
and footer. The header contains initialization code that allocates memory using the
malloc library call for modeling the memory access patterns and assigns memory stride
values to variables. Each instruction is then emitted out with assembly code using asm
statements embedded in C code. The instructions are targeted towards a specific ISA,
Alpha in our case. However, the code generator can be modified to emit instructions for
an ISA of interest. The volatile directive is used to prevent the compiler from reordering
the sequence of instructions and changing the dependency distances between instructions
in the program.
Figure 5.1(b) shows a snippet of code for one basic block from the synthetic clone
targeted towards Alpha ISA. Each instruction comprises of an assembler instruction
template comprising of a label (e.g., $LINSTR126), an instruction type (e.g., addq), the
input and output registers in assembly language (e.g., $23) or operands corresponding to
C- expressions (e.g., %0, %1), operand constraint for register type (e.g., ‘r’ for integer
and ‘f’ for floating-point), and register variables in C-expressions (e.g., vout_22). Please
refer [Gcc-Inline, 2007] for details of the syntax assembler format and techniques for
specifying the operand constraint string.
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5.4. Experiment Setup
We use a modified version of the SimpleScalar [Burger et al., 1997] functional
simulator

sim-safe

to measure the workload characteristics of the programs. In order to

evaluate and compare the performance characteristics of the real benchmark and its
synthetic clone, we use SimpleScalar’s sim-outorder. We use Wattch [Brooks et al.,
2000] to measure the power characteristics of the benchmarks, and consider the most
aggressive clock gating mechanism in which an unused unit consumes 10% of its
maximum power and a unit that is used only for a fraction n consumes only a fraction n
of its maximum power.
In most of our experiments, we use one 100M-instruction simulation point
selected using SimPoint [Sherwood et al., 2002] for the SPEC CPU2000 benchmarks, see
Table 5.1; we also consider complete simulation of the benchmarks to assess the
synthetic benchmark cloning method for longer-running benchmarks. As a representative
of the embedded application domain we use benchmarks from the MiBench and
MediaBench suite, see Table 5.2. The MiBench and MediaBench programs were run to
completion. All benchmark programs were compiled on an

Alpha

machine using the

native Compaq cc v6.3-025 compiler with the –O3 optimization setting.
Table 5.1: SPEC CPU 2000 programs, input sets, and simulation points used in this
study.
Program
applu
apsi
art
equake
mesa
mgrid
swim
wupwise
bzip2
crafty

Input
ref
ref
110
ref
ref
ref
ref
ref
graphic
ref

Type
FP
FP
FP
FP
FP
FP
FP
FP
INT
INT
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SimPoint
46
3408
340
812
1135
3292
2079
3237
553
774

eon
gcc
gzip
mcf
perlbmk
twolf
vortex
vpr

rushmeier
166.i
graphic
ref
perfect-ref
ref
lendian1
route

INT
INT
INT
INT
INT
INT
INT
INT

403
389
389
553
5
1066
271
476

Table 5.2: MediaBench and MiBench programs and their embedded application domain.
Program
basicmath, qsort, bitcount,
susan
crc32, dijkstra, patricia
fft, gsm
ghostscript, rsynth,
stringsearch
jpeg, typeset
cjpeg, djpeg, epic, g721decode, mpeg, rasta,
rawaudio, texgen

Application Domain
Automotive
Networking
Telecommunication
Office
Consumer
Media

In order to evaluate the representativeness of the synthetic clones, we use a 4-way
issue out-of-order superscalar processor as our baseline configuration, Table 5.3.
Table 5.3: Baseline processor configuration.
L1 I-cache & D-cache
Fetch, Decode, and Issue Width
Branch Predictor
L1 I-cache & D-cache –
Size/Assoc/Latency
L2 Unified cache –
Size/Assoc/Latency
RUU / LSQ size
Instruction Fetch Queue
Functional Units

16 KB/2-way/32 B
4-wide out-of-order
Combined (2-level & bimodal), 4KB
32 KB / 4-way / 1 cycle
4MB / 8-way / 10 cycles
128 / 64 entries
32 entries
2 Integer ALU, 2 Floating Point, 1 FP
Multiply/Divide, and 1 Integer
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Memory Bus Width, Access Time

Multiply/Divide unit
8B, 150 cycles

5.5. EVALUATION OF SYNTHETIC BENCHMARK CLONE
We evaluate the accuracy and usefulness of the synthetic benchmark cloning
approach by applying the technique to generate clones that are representative of generalpurpose, scientific, and embedded domain benchmarks. In our evaluation we compare
workload characteristics of the synthetic clone with those of the original program,
absolute and relative accuracy in estimating performance and power, convergence
characteristics of the synthetic benchmark clone, and the ability of the synthetic
benchmark to assess design changes.
5.5.1 Workload Characteristics
In this section we evaluate the proposed memory access and branching
models proposed in this chapter, by comparing the cache misses-per-instruction and
branch direction prediction rates of the synthetic clone with those of the original program.
Cache behavior
Figure 5.3 & Figure 5.4 respectively shows the L1 and L2 data cache misses-perthousand-instructions for the original benchmark and the synthetic benchmark clone of
the SPEC CPU programs on the base configuration. The average absolute difference
between the L1 misses-per-thousand-instructions between the actual benchmark and the
synthetic clone is 2 misses-per-thousand-instructions, with

mcf

having a maximum error

of 6 misses-per-thousand-instructions. Looking at the L2 cache misses, see Figure 5.4, we
observe that mcf, equake, swim and

applu

are the only programs that cause a

significant number of L2 cache misses – the rest of the programs have a footprint that is
small enough to fit in the L2 cache. For the four programs that show a relatively high L2
miss rate, the average difference between the misses estimated by the synthetic
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Figure 5.3: L1 data cache misses-per-thousand-instructions per benchmark and its
synthetic clone for the SPEC CPU2000 benchmark programs.

Figure 5.4: L2 unified cache misses-per-thousand-instructions per benchmark and its
synthetic clone for the SPEC CPU2000 benchmark programs.
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benchmark clone and the actual program is only about 3 misses-per-thousandinstructions.
For the embedded benchmarks, the L1 data cache misses-per-thousandinstructions are negligibly small, with a maximum of 8 misses-per-thousand-instructions
for benchmark typeset. The base configuration that we use in our evaluation has a 32
KB 4-way L1 data cache, and the footprints of the embedded benchmarks are small and
fit in this cache. Therefore, in order to make a meaningful comparison between the
absolute errors in the difference between the misses-per-thousand-instructions estimated
by the synthetic clone and the actual benchmark we use a 4KB, 2-way set-associative
cache and also the ability to track design changes across a wide range of cache
configurations representative of embedded systems.
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Figure 5.5: Cache misses-per-thousand-instructions per benchmark and its synthetic
clone for the embedded benchmarks.
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Figure 5.5 shows the L1 data misses-per-thousand-instructions for this cache
configuration. The maximum absolute error is 4.7 misses-per-thousand-instructions, for
benchmark gsm.
In order to evaluate the model for incorporating synthetic data locality we used 28
different L1 D-caches with sizes ranging from 256 Bytes to 16 KB with direct-mapped,
2-way set-associative, 4-way set-associative and fully associative configurations. The
Least Recently Used replacement policy was used for all the cache configurations, and
the cache line size was set to 32 bytes. We simulated the real benchmark program and
the synthetic clone across these 28 different cache configurations and measured the
number of misses-per-instruction. As described earlier, the primary objective of the
synthetic benchmark clone is to be able to make design decisions and tradeoffs; where
relative accuracy is of primary importance.
We quantify the relative accuracy for the synthetic benchmark clones using the
Pearson’s linear correlation coefficient between the misses-per-instruction metric for the
27 different cache configurations relative to the 256 Byte direct-mapped cache
configuration - for the original benchmark and the synthetic benchmark clone.
Specifically, the Pearson’s correlation coefficient is given by: RP = SXY / (SX. SY), where
X and Y respectively refer to the misses-per-instruction of the synthetic benchmark clone
and the original benchmark relative to the 256 Byte direct-mapped cache configuration.
The value of correlation, R, can range from -1 to 1. The Pearson’s correlation coefficient
reflects how well the synthetic benchmark clone tracks the changes in cache
configurations – a high positive correlation indicates that the synthetic benchmark clone
tracks the actual change in misses-per-instruction, i.e. perfect relative accuracy.
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Figure 5.6: Pearson Correlation coefficient showing the efficacy of the synthetic
benchmark clones in tracking the design changes across 28 different cache
configurations.
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Figure 5.7: Scatter plot showing ranking of the cache configuration estimated by the
synthetic benchmark clone and the real benchmark.
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Figure 5.6 shows the Pearson’s correlation coefficient for each benchmark
program. The average correlation coefficient is 0.93, indicating very high correlation
between the synthetic benchmark clone and the original benchmark application across all
the applications. The benchmark typeset shows the smallest correlation (0.80) of all the
benchmark suites.

A plausible explanation for this observation is that the typeset

benchmark needed 66 different unique streams to model its stride behavior, in compared
to an average of 18 unique streams for the other benchmark program. This suggests that
programs that require a larger number of unique stream values to capture the inherent
data locality characteristics of a programs, introduce larger errors in the synthetic clone.
This is perhaps due to the fact that having a large number of streams creates a larger
number of possibilities of how the streams intermingle with each other, which is probably
not accurately captured by our first-order synthetic benchmark generation method.
Figure 5.7 shows a scatter plot of the average rankings (cache with smallest
misses-per-instruction is ranked the highest) of the 28 cache configurations predicted by
the synthetic benchmark clones and the ones obtained using the real benchmark
programs. Each point in the scatter plot represents a cache configuration. If the synthetic
benchmarks accurately predicted all the rankings of the 28 cache configurations, all the
points in the scatter plot will be along a line that passes through the origin and makes an
angle of 45 degrees with the axes. From the chart it is evident that rankings predicted by
the synthetic benchmark clone and those of the real benchmark are high correlated (all
points are close to the 45 degree line passing through origin).
As such, based on the results in Figures 5.6 and 5.7, we can conclude that the
synthetic benchmark clone is capable of tracking changes in cache sizes and associativity,
and can be effectively used as a proxy for the real application in order to perform cache
design studies.
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Branch behavior
Figure 5.8 shows the branch prediction rate of the synthetic clone and the original
benchmark on the hybrid branch predictor considered in the baseline processor
configuration. The average error shown by the synthetic clone in estimating the branch
prediction rate is 1.2%, with a maximum error of 5.2% for bzip2. For the embedded
benchmarks, the average error in the branch prediction rate is 2.1% with the maximum
error of 5.3% for crc32, which has the lowest branch prediction rate in the entire suite.
In summary, based on the results presented in this section, we can conclude that
the proposed memory access and branch models are fairly accurate, and capture the
inherent workload characteristics into the synthetic benchmark clone.
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(a) SPEC CPU2000 benchmarks.
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(b) Embedded benchmarks from MediaBench & MiBench suites.
Figure 5.8: Branch prediction rate per benchmark and its synthetic clone.
5.5.2

Accuracy in Performance & Power Estimation
We now evaluate the accuracy of synthetic cloning in estimating overall

performance and energy consumption. To this end, we simulate the actual benchmark
and its synthetic clone on the baseline processor configuration outlined in Table 5.3.
Figures 5.9 and 5.10 respectively show the Cycles-Per-Instruction (CPI) and Energy-PerInstruction (EPI) metrics. The average absolute error in CPI for the synthetic clone
across all the SPEC CPU2000 benchmark configurations is 6.3%, with maximum errors
of 9.9% for mcf and 9.5% for swim. The average absolute error in estimating the EPI is
7.3%, with maximum errors of 10.6% and 10.4% for mcf and swim, respectively. For
the embedded benchmarks, the average error in estimating CPI and EPI using the
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Figure 5.9: Comparison of CPI of the synthetic clone versus the original benchmark.
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Figure 5.10: Comparison of Energy-Per-Cycle of the synthetic clone versus the original
benchmark.
In general we conclude that memory-intensive programs, such as mcf, swim,
art and twolf have a higher than average absolute error in estimating CPI and EPI.
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Also, for programs with very poor branch predictability, such as gsm, the errors are
higher than average. On the other hand, the errors for control-intensive programs with
moderate or high branch predictability, such as bzip2, crafty, gcc, gzip and
perlbmk are relatively smaller. Overall, from these results we can conclude that the
synthetic benchmark

clone can

accurately estimate performance and

power

characteristics of the original application.
5.5.3 Convergence Property of the Synthetic Benchmark Clone
The instructions in the synthetic benchmark clone are generated by
probabilistically walking the SFG. In addition, the memory accesses are modeled as
strides that traverse fixed-length arrays. Also, the branch instructions are configured to
match a pre-set transition rate. So, if the entire spine of the program is executed in a big
loop with a sufficient number of iterations, it will eventually reach steady state where the
performance and power characteristics, such as CPI and EPI, converge.
Compared to the pipeline core structures, large caches will take a relatively longer
time to reach steady state. Hence, in order to understand the upper bound on the number
of instructions required for the program to converge, we select a memory-intensive
benchmark that exhibits poor temporal locality. We have performed a similar analysis
for all programs, but present the benchmark that took the largest number of instructions
to converge. Benchmark mcf is one of the most memory-intensive programs with a very
poor temporal locality, so we use this benchmark as an example. We simulated the
synthetic benchmark clone for

mcf

on the base configuration described in

Table 4,

large outer loop and plotted the CPI against the dynamic instruction count, see

in a

Figure 11.

The CPI initially increases and then stabilizes after around 9 million instructions;
simulating more instructions only changes the CPI value by about 1%. The data cache
misses in mcf are dominated by capacity misses, and the misses-per-instruction increases
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during the course of the synthetic clone execution and eventually stabilizes at a steady
state value. We experimented with other programs and all of them converged to a steady
state value within 9 million instructions. So, for the benchmark programs that we studied
we set 10 million instructions as an upper bound on the number of instructions required
to converge. We can set this number as a guideline when selecting the outer loop count
for the benchmark program – we typically set the value to 10 million instructions divided
by the number of static instructions in the synthetic clone spine. If the L1 and L2 cache
sizes are smaller than the one used in the configuration, the benchmark will converge
faster, requiring less than 10 million instructions.
4
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Figure 5.11: CPI versus instruction count for the synthetic clone of mcf.
The synthetic benchmark clones that we generate can therefore be considered as
representative miniature versions of the original applications. In our setup, where we use
one 100 million instruction trace, we obtain a simulation speedup of an order of
magnitude. If larger streams of instructions are considered, as shown the Section 5.5.5,
the saving in simulation time is over five orders of magnitude.
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5.5.4

Relative Accuracy in Assessing Design Changes
In our prior evaluation we only measured the absolute accuracy of the synthetic

benchmark clone in predicting performance and power for a single microarchitecture
design point. However, in many empirical studies, predicting the performance trend is
more important than predicting absolute performance. To evaluate the effectiveness of
the synthetic benchmark clone in assessing design changes, we measure the relative
accuracy by changing the cache sizes and associativity, reorder buffer size, processor
width and branch predictor configuration. In each experiment, all parameters have the
baseline value, except for the parameter that is being changed. When changing the RUU
and LSQ size, we ensure that the LSQ size is never larger than the RUU size.
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Figure 5.12: Response of synthetic benchmark clone to design changes in base
configuration.
Figure 5.12 shows the design change on the horizontal axis, and the CPI of the
actual benchmark and the synthetic clone on the vertical axis. The average error for the
synthetic clone across all the design changes is 7.7%, with a maximum average error of
11.3% for the design change in which L2 cache size is reduced to half. As such, we
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conclude that the synthetic benchmark clone is able to effectively track design changes to
the processor core and the memory hierarchy.
5.5.5

Modeling long-running applications
In the prior sections we showed that the synthetic benchmark clone exhibits good

accuracy when the performance characteristics of the original program are measured
from one representative 100M-instruction simulation point. In order to evaluate the
proposed synthetic benchmark generation methodology for modeling longer running
benchmarks, we now generate a synthetic clone that is representative of the complete run
of each program, and evaluate its representativeness and accuracy for the 8-way
superscalar processor configuration from the SimPoint website using the published CPI
numbers [SimPoint-Website]. Figure 5.13 shows the CPI estimated by the synthetic
clone and that of the actual benchmark program. The trend in errors is the same as for
the 100M-instruction simulation points, with mcf and swim having the highest maximum
CPI prediction errors of 14.8% and 13.5%, respectively; the average CPI error is 8.2%.
Table 5.4 shows the static instruction count of the synthetic clone and the simulation
speedup through the synthetic cloning compared to the original benchmark. Recall that
the static instruction count in the synthetic clone is the number of instructions in the
program spine. These results show that the synthetic benchmark clones exhibit good
accuracy even for long-running benchmarks, and result in a simulation time reduction by
more than 5 orders of magnitude.
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Figure 5.13: Comparing the CPI of the synthetic clone and the actual benchmark for
entire SPEC CPU2000 benchmark executions.
Table 5.4: Speedup from Synthetic Benchmark Cloning.
Benchmark Instruction
Footprint
of
Synthetic
Clone
applu

9433

Dynamic
Instruction Count
Of Original
Benchmark
(Billion
Instructions)
223

apsi

7646

347

34,700

art

554

45

4,500

bzip2

1023

128

12,800

crafty

4655

191

19,100

eon

2901

80

8,000

equake

1303

131

13,100

gcc

9177

46

4,600

gzip

1685

103

10, 300

mcf

713

61

6,100

mesa

2436

141

14,100

mgrid

2481

419

41,900
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Speedup from
Synthetic Benchmark
Clone

22,300

swim

3179

225

22,500

twolf

1320

346

34,600

vortex

3571

118

11,800

vpr

842

84

8,400

wupwise

1309

349

34,900

5.6. DISCUSSION
As mentioned before, the advantage of the benchmark cloning approach proposed
in this chapter as compared to previously proposed workload synthesis techniques [Bell
and John, 2005-1] [Bell and John, 2006] is that all the workload characteristics modeled
into the synthetic benchmark clone are microarchitecture-independent. This makes the
benchmarks portable across a wide range of microarchitecture configurations. However,
a limitation of the proposed technique is that the synthetic benchmark clone is dependent
on the compiler technology that was used to compile the original proprietary application.
Therefore, the generated synthetic benchmark clone may have limited application to the
compiler community for studying the effects of various compiler optimizations. Also, the
synthetic benchmark clone only imbibes the characteristics that were modeled, i.e., other
characteristics such as value locality is not modeled and the benchmark clone cannot be
used for studies exploiting these characteristics. However, if these characteristics are
important and need to be modeled, one can always develop microarchitectureindependent metrics to capture their behavior and augment the benchmark cloning
framework to mimic these characteristics into the synthetic benchmark clone.
A second note that we would like to make is that the synthetic benchmark
clones that we generate contain instruction set architecture (ISA) specific assembly
instructions embedded in C-code. Therefore, a separate benchmark clone would have to
be synthesized for all target architectures of interest (e.g., Alpha, PowerPC, IA-32, etc.).
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Typically, every designer and researcher would be interested only in his particular
architecture and therefore this may not be a severe problem in practice. However, if the
synthetic benchmark clone is to be made truly portable across ISAs, it would be
important to address this concern. One possibility could be to generate the synthetic
benchmark clone using a virtual instruction set architecture that can then be consumed by
compilers for different ISAs. Another possibility would be to perform binary translation
of the synthetic benchmark clone binary to the ISA of interest.
A final note is that the abstract workload model presented in this chapter is fairly
simple by construction, i.e., the characteristics that serve as input to the synthetic
benchmark generation, such as the branching model and the data locality model, are far
from being complicated. We have shown that even the observed behavior of pointerintensive programs can be effectively modeled using simple stride-based models. This
was our intention: we wanted to build a model that is simple, yet accurate enough for
predicting performance trends of workloads.
5.7. SUMMARY
In this chapter we explored a workload synthesis technique that can be used to
clone a real-world proprietary application into a synthetic benchmark clone that can be
made available to architects and designers. The synthetic benchmark clone has similar
performance/power characteristics as the original application but generates a very
different stream of dynamically executed instructions. By consequence, the synthetic
clone does not compromise on the proprietary nature of the application. In order to
develop a synthetic clone using pure microarchitecture-independent workload
characteristics, we develop memory access and branching models to capture the inherent
data locality and control flow predictability of the program into the synthetic benchmark
clone. We developed synthetic benchmark clones for a set of benchmarks from the SPEC
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CPU2000 integer and floating-point, and MiBench and MediaBench benchmark suites,
and showed that the synthetic benchmark clones exhibit good accuracy in tracking design
changes. Also, the synthetic benchmark clone runs more than five orders of magnitude
faster than the original benchmark, and significantly reduces simulation time on cycleaccurate performance models.
The proposed technique will benefit architects and designers to gain access to
real-world applications, in the form of synthetic benchmark clones, when making design
decisions. Moreover, the synthetic benchmark clones will help the vendors to make
informed purchase decisions, because they would have the ability to benchmark a
processor using the synthetic benchmark clone as a proxy of their application of interest.
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Chapter 6: Towards Scalable Synthetic Benchmarks
The focus of Chapter 4 and 5 was to improve the accuracy of the benchmark
generation framework to improve the accuracy and representativeness of the benchmark
clone.

This is important for cloning the performance of an existing real-world

application. However, in order to model emerging applications and futuristic workloads
the flexibility to alter program characteristics is more important than the accuracy or
representativeness of the synthetic workload.
This chapter shows that the benchmark generation strategy can be adapted to
construct scalable synthetic benchmarks from a limited number of hardware-independent
program characteristics. Essentially, we develop a parameterized workload model that
enables the construction of benchmarks that allow researchers to explore a wider range of
the application behavior space, even when no benchmarks (yet) exist. This chapter also
demonstrates the applicability and the usefulness of BenchMaker for studying the impact
of program characteristics on performance and how they interact with processor
microarchitecture.
6.1

THE NEED FOR DEVELOPING A PARAMETERIZED WORKLOAD MODEL
The advent of standardized benchmark suites has streamlined the process of

performance comparison between different computer systems, architects and researchers
face several challenges when using benchmarks in industry product development and
academic research. These problems primarily emerge from the fact that standardized
benchmarks are rigid and it is not possible to alter their characteristics to study program
behavior and model emerging workloads.
One of the approaches for addressing these limitations is to complement
standardized benchmark suites with synthetic benchmarks. A synthetic program that can
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be tuned to produce a variety of benchmark characteristics would be of great benefit to
the computer architecture community. An approach to automatically generate scalable
synthetic benchmarks can help in: (1) constructing synthetic benchmarks to represent
application characteristics for which benchmarks do not (yet) exist, (2) isolating
individual program characteristics into microbenchmarks, (3) altering hard-to-vary
benchmark characteristics, and (4) modeling commercial workload that have large
hardware requirements for full-scale setup. The objective of this chapter is to propose a
framework, called BenchMaker, which adapts the benchmark generation strategy to
construct scalable benchmarks whose code properties can easily be altered.
The synthesis approaches proposed in Chapter 4 and 5, and prior work in
statistical simulation and benchmark synthesis has at least one shortcoming that limits its
ability to generate scalable benchmarks by varying program characteristics. Firstly, in
most of these approaches [Nussbaum and Smith, 2001] [Eeckhout et al., 2004-2] [Bell
and John, 2005-3], an application is characterized using a detailed workload model – a
statistical flow graph captures the control flow behavior of a program and characteristics
such as instruction mix, register dependency distribution, control flow predictability, and
memory access pattern – that are measured at the granularity of a basic block. This
involves specifying a large number of probabilities to describe a workload, which is
highly impractical when using these frameworks for exploring workload behavior spaces
by varying workload characteristics. Secondly, although some of the approaches for
generating synthetic workloads [Oskin et al., 2000] [Eeckhout et al., 2001] show that
applications can be modeled using a limited of number of program characteristics, they
use a combination of microarchitecture-dependent and microarchitecture-independent
program characteristics.

Microarchitecture-dependent characteristics, such as branch

misprediction rate and cache miss rate, do not capture the inherent program
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characteristics and make it difficult to explore the entire application behavior space
independently from the underlying hardware. Finally, a shortcoming of some of these
techniques is that they generate synthetic workload traces, precluding their use on real
hardware, execution-driven simulators, and RTL models.
The approach proposed in this chapter overcomes these shortcomings.
Unlike prevailing approaches to generating synthetic benchmarks, the BenchMaker
framework that we propose makes it possible to alter inherent workload characteristics of
a program by varying a limited number of key microarchitecture-independent program
characteristics in a synthetic benchmark – changing the workload behavior is done by
simply ‘turning knobs’. This ability to vary program characteristics makes it possible to
efficiently explore the application behavior space. Specifically, this chapter makes the
following contributions:
1) It shows that it is possible to adapt the workload model to capture a program
behavior with just a few microarchitecture-independent workload characteristics,
albeit at the cost of slightly reduced accuracy. This is much more efficient than the
collection of distributions that need to be specified in the benchmark cloning
approach.
2) It evaluates the usefulness of the BenchMaker framework by demonstrating its
applicability to three different areas: (a) Studying the effect of inherent workload
characteristics on performance, (b) Studying the interaction of microarchitectureindependent workload characteristics with the microarchitecture features of a
processor, and (c) Accounting for workload drift during microprocessor design.

The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows. In section 6.2 we provide
an overview of the proposed parameterized model for constructing scalable synthetic
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benchmarks from program characteristics. In section 6.3 we describe our simulation
environment, machine configuration, and the benchmarks used to evaluate the
BenchMaker framework. In section 6.4 we evaluate the BenchMaker framework by
demonstrating how it can be used to generate synthetic benchmarks that exhibit similar
behavior to SPEC CPU2000 Integer benchmarks.

In sections 6.5 we demonstrate the

application of the BenchMaker framework to three challenging problems.

Finally, in

section 6.6 we summarize the key results from this chapter.
6.2

BENCHMAKER FRAMEWORK FOR PARAMETERIZED WORKLOAD SYNTHESIS
Figure 6.1 illustrates the approach used by the BenchMaker framework that we

propose in this chapter for generating synthetic benchmarks from a set of
microarchitecture-independent program characteristics.

The program characteristics

measure the inherent properties of the program that are independent from the underlying
hardware. Collectively, these characteristics form an abstract workload model. This
abstract workload model serves as an input to the synthetic benchmark generator. Our
intention is to develop a workload model that is simple yet accurate enough for predicting
performance trends across the workload space.

Keeping the workload model simple

makes it possible to not only accurately model the characteristics of an existing workload
into a synthetic benchmark, but also provides the ability to conduct ‘what-if’ studies by
varying program characteristics. In the following sections we describe the workload
characteristics that serve as input to the synthetic workload generator and we also
describe the algorithm used for modeling these characteristics into a synthetic workload.
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ADD R1, R2,R3
LD R4, R1, R6
MUL R3, R6, R7
ADD R3, R2, R5
DIV R10, R2, R1
SUB R3, R5, R6
STORE R3, R10, R20
ADD R1, R2,R3
LD R4, R1, R6
MUL R3, R6, R7
ADD R3, R2, R5
DIV R10, R2, R1
SUB R3, R5, R1
BEQ R3, R6, LOOP
SUB R3, R5, R6
STORE R3, R10, R20
DIV R10, R2, R1
………….

Figure 6.1: The BenchMaker framework for constructing scalable synthetic benchmarks.
6.2.1

Workload Characteristics
The characteristics that we propose to drive the benchmark synthesis process are a

subset of all the microarchitecture-independent characteristics that can be modeled.
However, we believe that our abstract workload model captures (most of) the important
program characteristics that potentially impact a program’s performance; the results from
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evaluation of the synthetic benchmarks in this chapter in fact show that this is the case, at
least for the benchmarks that we used.
Recall that the key goal of the parameterized framework is to show that it is
possible to maintain good representativeness and good accuracy with a limited number of
key workload characteristics. For limiting the number of program characteristics, we
capture them at a coarse granularity using average statistics over the entire program.
Although measuring program characteristics at a coarse granularity likely reduces the
representativeness of the synthetic benchmarks compared to fine grained characteristics,
this is key to enable the flexibility in BenchMaker for generating benchmarks with
characteristics of interest. This will enable one to easily vary workload characteristics by
‘turning knobs’ and make it possible to answer ‘what-if’ questions. We propose to
measure the following workload characteristics at the program level.
Instruction Mix.

The instruction mix of a program measures the relative

frequency of various operations performed in the program; namely the percentage of
integer small latency, integer long latency, floating-point small latency, floating-point
long latency, integer load, integer store, floating-point load, floating-point store, and
branches in the dynamic instruction stream of a program.
Basic Block Size. A basic block is a section of code with one entry and one exit

point. We measure the basic block size as the average number of instructions between
two consecutive branches in the dynamic instruction stream of a program. We assume
that the basic block sizes in the program have a normal distribution, and characterize
them in terms of the average and standard deviation in the basic block size distribution of
a program.
Instruction Level Parallelism. The dependency distance is defined as the number

of instructions in the dynamic instruction stream between the production (write) and
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consumption (read) of a register and/or memory location. The goal of characterizing the
data dependency distances is to capture a program’s inherent ILP. We measure the data
dependency distance information on a per instruction basis and summarize it as a
cumulative distribution organized in eight buckets: percentages of dependencies that have
a dependency distance of 1 instruction, and the percentage of dependency dependencies
that have a distance of up to 2, 4, 6, 8, 16, 32, and greater than 32 instructions. Longer
dependency distances permit more overlap of instructions in a superscalar out-of-order
processor.
Data Footprint. We measure the data footprint of a program in terms of the total

number of unique data addresses referenced by the program. The data footprint of a
program gives an idea of whether the data set fits into the level-1 or level-2 caches.
Data Stream Strides. We model the data stream with respect to the distribution of

the local data strides. A local stride is defined as the difference in the data memory
addresses between successive memory addresses from a single static instruction. We
describe the local strides in terms of 32-byte block sizes (analogous to a cache line size),
i.e., stride 0 refers to a local data stride of 0 to 32 bytes (consecutive addresses are within
one cache line distance). The local strides are summarized as a histogram showing the
percentage of memory access instructions with stride values of 0, 1, 2, etc.
In order to capture the data access pattern of a program we measure a
distribution of local strides in the program. Local stride value is the difference between
two consecutive effective addresses generated by the same static load or store instruction.
We measure the local strides in terms of 32-byte block sizes (analogous to a cache line
size), i.e., if a local stride is between 0 or 31 bytes, it is classified as stride 0 (consecutive
addresses are within one cache line distance), between 32 and 63 bytes as stride 1, etc.
We summarize the local stride distance for the entire program as a histogram showing the
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percentage of memory access instructions with stride value of 0, 1, 2, etc. Figure 2 shows
the distribution of the data stride values of SPEC CPU2000 Integer Programs. From this
figure we observe that for the bzip2, crafty, gzip, and perlbmk benchmarks,
more than 80% of the local stride references are within a 32-byte block size, indicating
very good spatial data locality. The gcc, twolf, and vortex benchmarks only
have 60% of local stride values that are within a 32-byte block size, and exhibit moderate
spatial data locality. The

vpr

benchmark shows two extremes, with approximately 50%

of local strides accessing the same 32-byte block, and the other 50% with extremely large
local stride values, indicating a mix of references with extremely poor and extremely high
spatial locality. The

mcf

benchmark is an outlier and has very poor data locality, with

most of the local stride values being extremely large.
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Figure 6.2: Percentage breakdown of local stride values.
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The combination of data footprint and the stride value distribution
captures the inherent data locality in the program. These two characteristics are typically
very difficult to modify in standard benchmarks. In synthetic benchmarks it is easy to fix
one of these parameters and study the effect of the other. For example, using
BenchMaker, we can easily study the impact of changing stride values while keeping the
data footprint the same. Or, if of interest, one can explore the combined effect of varying
footprint and access patterns.
Instruction Footprint. We characterize the instruction footprint as the total number

of unique instructions referenced by the program. The instruction footprint of a program
gives an idea of whether the data set fits into the level-1 or level-2 caches.

The

instruction footprint of all the programs are very small (gcc has the highest instruction
footprint) and do not stress the instruction cache.
Branch Transition Rate. In order to capture the inherent branch behavior in a

program, the most popular microarchitecture-independent metric is to measure the
percentage of taken branches in the program or the taken rate for a static branch, i.e.,
fraction of the times that a static branch was taken during the complete run of the
program. Branches that have a very high or low taken rate are biased towards one
direction and are considered to be highly predictable. However, merely using the taken
rate of branches is insufficient to actually capture the inherent branch behavior. The
predictability of the branch depends more on the sequence of taken and not-taken
directions than just the taken rate.
Therefore, in our control flow predictability model we also measure an attribute
called transition rate, due to [Haungs et al., 2000], for capturing the branch behavior in
programs. Transition rate of a static branch is defined as the number of times it switches
between taken and not-taken directions as it is executed, divided by the total number of
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times that it is executed. By definition, the branches with low transition rates are always
biased towards either taken or not-taken. It has been well observed that such branches
are easy to predict. Also, the branches with a very high transition rate always toggle
between taken and not-taken directions and are also highly predictable.

However,

branches that transition between taken and not-taken sequences at a moderate rate are
relatively more difficult to predict. In order to incorporate synthetic branch predictability
we measure a distribution of transition rate of all static branches in the program. When
generating the synthetic benchmark clone we ensure that the distribution of the transition
rates for static branches in the synthetic stream of instructions is similar to that of the
original program. We achieve this by configuring each basic block in the synthetic
stream of instructions to alternate between taken and not-taken directions, such that the
branch exhibits the desired transition rate.
Summary. To summarize the above discussion, the abstract model characterizing

a workload consists of 40 numbers in total, as shown in Table 6.1. Collecting only 40
workload statistics results in a much more compact representation of a workload;
compared to the benchmark cloning approach (Chapters 4 and 5) where most of these
statistics are separately measured for every basic block resulting in typically several
thousands of numbers to characterize a workload.

Consequently, the BenchMaker

framework has 40 ‘knobs’ that can be controlled to efficiently explore the application
behavior space.
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Table 6.1: Microarchitecture-independent characteristics that form an abstract workload
model.
Category
instruction mix

instruction
parallelism

Num.
10

level 8

data locality
instruction locality
branch predictability

6.2.2

1
10
1
10

Characteristic
percentage of integer short latency
percentage of integer long latency
percentage of floating-point short latency
percentage of floating-point long latency
percentage of integer load
percentage of integer store
percentage of floating-point load
percentage of floating-point store
percentage of branches
register-dependency-distance – 8 distributions for register
dependencies. Register dependency distance equal to 1
instruction, and the percentage of dependency dependencies
that have a distance of up to 2, 4, 6, 8, 16, 32, and greater than
32 instructions.
data footprint
distribution of local stride values
instruction footprint
distribution of branch transition rate

Synthetic Benchmark Construction
The benchmark synthesis algorithm is similar the one described in Chapter 4 and

5 except that the workload characteristics measured at a coarser granularity are used.
Recall that in the benchmarking cloning approach the synthetic clone is generated using
workload characteristics measured at a finer granularity – basic block level. The 40
workload characteristics or knobs serve as an input the synthesis algorithm compared to
thousands of statistics for the benchmark cloning synthesis algorithm. This makes it easy
to synthesize a new benchmark by altering a particular workload characteristic.
6.3

EXPERIMENT SETUP
In all of our experiments we use the sim-alpha simulator [Desikan et

al., 2001] from the SimpleScalar Tool Set [Burger and Austin, 1997]. The simalpha simulator is an execution driven performance model that has been validated
against the superscalar out-of-order Alpha 21264 processor. In order to measure the
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abstract workload characteristics of a program we used a modified version of the simsafe simulator. In our experiments we use benchmarks from the SPEC CPU Integer
benchmark suite that are representative of general purpose application programs. In most
of our experiments we use one 100M-instruction simulation point selected using
SimPoint [Sherwood et al., 2002]. However, when comparing programs from two
generations of SPEC CPU Integer benchmark suites we use multiple simulation points.
All the SPEC CPU2000 Integer benchmark programs were compiled on an
machine using the native Compaq cc v6.3-025 compiler with

–O3

Alpha

compiler

optimization. The SPEC CPU95 Integer benchmark program, gcc, was compiled using
a native circa 1995 compiler, gcc 2.6.3. Table 6.2 summarizes the benchmarks and
the simulation points that were used in this study.

We also used traces of three

commercial workloads – SPECjbb2005 (representative of JAVA server workloads),
DBT2 (representative of an OLTP workload), and DBMS (a database management
system workload). The traces for the commercial workloads were generated using the
SIMICS full-system simulator and simulated using a modified version of a trace driven
sim-outorder simulator.
Table 6.2: SPEC CPU programs, input sets, and simulation points used in study.
Benchmark Input
SimPoint(s)
SPEC CPU2000 Integer
bzip2
graphic
553
crafty
ref
774
eon
rushmeier 403
gcc
166.i
389
gzip
graphic
389
mcf
ref
553
perlbmk
perfect5
ref
twolf
ref
1066
vortex
lendian1
271
vpr
route
476
gcc
expr
8, 24, 47, 51, 56, 73,
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87, 99
SPEC CPU95 Integer
expr
0, 3,5,6,7,8,9,10,12

gcc

6.4

EVALUATION OF BENCHMAKER FRAMEWORK
In this section we evaluate BenchMaker’s accuracy by using it to generate

synthetic benchmark versions of general-purpose (SPEC CPU INT2000) and commercial
(SPECjbb2005, DBT2, and DBMS) workloads. We measure the program characteristics
of the SPEC CPU2000 and commercial workloads and feed this abstract workload model
to the BenchMaker framework to generate a synthetic benchmark; we then compare the
performance/power characteristics of the synthetic benchmark against the original
workload.
Original Benchmark

Instructions-Per-C ycle

1.8

Synthetic Benchmark

1.6
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1.2
1
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vpr

vortex

tw olf
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gzip

gcc

crafty

bzip2

0

Figure 6.3: Comparison of Instructions-Per-Cycle (IPC) of the actual benchmark and its
synthetic version.
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0
bzip2

Operating Temperature

(a) Energy-Per-Instruction

(b) Operating Temperature
Figure 6.4: Comparison of Energy-Per-Instruction (EPI) and Operating Temperature of
the actual benchmark and its synthetic version.
Figure 6.3 evaluates the accuracy of BenchMaker for estimating the pipeline
instruction throughput measured in instructions-per-cycles (IPC). We observe that the
synthetic benchmark performance numbers track the real benchmark performance
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numbers very well. The average IPC prediction error is 10.9% and the maximum error is
observed for mcf (19.9%).

Figure 6.4 shows similar results for the Energy-Per-

Instruction (EPI) metric and the average operating temperature (details of the
microarchitecture level temperature modeling tools are described in Chapter 7). The
average error in estimating EPI from the synthetic version is 7.5%, with the maximum
error of 13.1% for mcf.

The average error in estimating the average operating

temperature is 8.1%.
Parameterization of workload metrics make it possible to succinctly describe an
application’s behavior using a limited number (40) of fundamental coarse-grain program
characteristics instead of having several thousands of fine-grain program metrics.
BenchMaker trades accuracy (10.9% average error in IPC compared to less than 6% error
in the benchmarking cloning approach in Chapters 4 and 5) for the flexibility to enable
one to easily alter program characteristics and workload behavior.
Figure 6.5 shows similar results for the L1 D-cache performance: the number of
L1 D-cache misses per one thousand instructions is shown on the vertical axis for the
various benchmarks. Again, the synthetic benchmark numbers track the real benchmark
numbers very well. The maximum error in predicting the number of L1 cache misses-per1K instructions is observed for mcf for which the difference between the real and the
synthetic benchmark is 9 misses-per-1K-instructions (or less than 4% in relative terms).
We obtain similar results for the L2 cache performance. All of the benchmarks except for
mcf and vpr have a negligibly small miss-rate at the L2 cache level; mcf shows 120 L2
misses-per-1K-instructions, and vpr shows 8 L2 misses-per-1K instructions. The
synthetic benchmark accurately tracks this trend, and shows 114 and 5 L2 misses-per-1K
instructions respectively for mcf and vpr benchmarks. Also, the L1 instruction cache
miss-rate is negligible for all programs, with gcc having the highest miss-rate of 1.3%.
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Figure 6.5: Comparison of the number of L1 D-cache misses-per-1K-instructions for the
actual benchmark and its synthetic version.
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Figure 6.6:
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Comparison of the branch prediction rate for the actual benchmark and its
synthetic version.

Figure 6.6 evaluates the accuracy of BenchMaker for replicating the branch
behavior of a real benchmark into a synthetic benchmark. Here again, we observe that the
synthetic versions of the benchmark track the real benchmark numbers very well. One
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particularity to note here is that the branch prediction rates are always higher for the
synthetic benchmarks than for the real benchmarks. This suggests that some of the
difficult to predict branch sequences in the program are not captured in the synthetic
benchmark. The branches in the synthetic benchmark tend to be relatively easier to
predict than is the case for the original benchmark.
6.5

APPLICATIONS OF BENCHMAKER FRAMEWORK

6.5.1

Program Behavior Studies
In order to demonstrate the usefulness of the BenchMaker framework we show

how it can be applied for studying workload behavior and its interaction with
microarchitecture. It is extremely difficult to conduct comparable ‘what-if’ studies using
a set of standardized benchmarks because their characteristics form an essential part of
the benchmark application and cannot be easily altered.

On the contrary, using

BenchMaker, it is possible to easily generate a benchmark program from a limited list of
characteristics.
We generate a synthetic benchmark using the average of all the characteristics
across the SPEC CPU Integer benchmark programs.

The synthetic benchmark,

AvgSynBench, modeling the average characteristics shows a pipeline throughput of 1.1
IPC on the Alpha 21264 processor. In our study we use the characteristics of this
benchmark as our baseline characteristics and alter them to study the effect of each
program characteristic on performance, their interaction with each other, and their
interaction with the microarchitecture.
6.5.1.1 Impact of Individual Program Characteristics on Performance
In this section we use BenchMaker to study the impact of data locality and
control flow predictability by varying memory access patterns and branch transition rates,
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respectively. Figure 6.7 shows how the change in percentage of references with zero
strides (subsequent executions of the same static memory operations access memory
within a 32-byte block size) affects IPC and L1 D-cache miss-rate. We observe that as
the percentage of references with zero stride varies from 0 (no accesses to the same cache
line) to 100 (all executions of the same static memory operation access the same cache
line), the IPC of the program linearly increases. Interestingly, the drop in L1 data cache
miss-rate is also linear with the increase in percentage of references with stride value 0.
This suggests that if all other characteristics remain constant, the L1 data cache miss-rate
and IPC have an almost perfect negative linear correlation (-0.99).
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(a) Impact of the percentage of references with zero stride value on IPC
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(b) Impact of the percentage of references with zero stride value on L1 D-cache
miss-rate.
Figure 6.7: Studying the impact of data spatial locality by varying the local stride pattern.
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Next we study how the branch transition rate affects performance. Recall, that the
branch transition rate of a program is measured as a distribution. We experimented with
a number of random combinations of distribution of transition rates. We observed that
with these random combinations, the branch prediction rate varies between 0.99 and 0.82,
and correspondingly the variation in IPC was a factor of 1.61 (61% dip in performance if
branch prediction rate falls to 0.82).
Based on these studies we can conclude that the BenchMaker framework is a
useful tool for isolating and studying the behavior of individual program characteristics
and their impact on performance.
6.5.1.2 Interaction of Program Characteristics
In our abstract workload model we characterize the data locality of a
program by measuring its data footprint (an indicator of temporal locality) and the
distribution of local stride pattern (an indicator of spatial locality).
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Figure 6.8: Interaction of local stride distribution and data footprint program
characteristics.
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In this section we analyze how the local stride distribution pattern and the data
footprint of a program interact with each other. Figure 6.8 shows the effect of changes in
percentage of references with zero strides for three different data footprints. From this
graph we observe that for larger footprints, we see a steeper fall in L1 D-cache miss-rate
as the percentage of references with stride value 0 increases. For the case where 100% of
the references access the same cache line, the footprint does not seem to have an impact
on the L1 D-cache miss-rate.
6.5.1.3

Interaction of Program Characteristics with Microarchitecture
A benchmark synthesis framework is not only useful for isolating and studying

the impact of program characteristics on performance, but is also an invaluable tool to
understand how program characteristics interact with microarchitectural structures. For
example, BenchMaker can be used to find a combination of program characteristics that
interact poorly with a given microarchitecture. More in particular, automatically
generating a benchmark that ‘stresses’ the microarchitecture can give insight into critical
program-microarchitecture interactions. The ‘stress’ benchmarks can help in exposing
performance anomalies and understanding the limitations of a given microarchitecture.
As an example, in order to find a benchmark that stresses the branch
predictor, we generated a number of synthetic benchmarks that contain randomly
generated distributions of transition rates. Interestingly, the transition rate distribution
that resulted in the lowest prediction rate was the case where 100% of the branches have
a transition rate between 90% and 100%. In this configuration, every branch in the
synthetic benchmark continuously toggles between taken and not-taken directions. This
sequence of branches heavily stresses the Alpha 21264 branch predictor (which is a
tournament branch predictor that chooses between local and global history to predict the
direction of a given branch): it achieves a branch prediction rate of only 82%. Similarly,
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this approach can be extended to stress-test different microarchitectural structures for
performance, power, energy and temperature studies
6.5.2

Workload Drift Studies
Research work [Yi et al., 2006-1] has shown that it is important to account

for the potential impact of workload drift when designing a microprocessor. This section
demonstrates how BenchMaker can be used to study workload drift.
6.5.2.1 Analyzing the impact of benchmark drift
As a first case study, we use the

gcc

benchmark with the

from the SPEC CPU95 and SPEC CPU00 benchmark suites.

expr

input set

The gcc-expr95

benchmark shows an IPC throughput of 1.54 on the Alpha 21264; gcc-expr00 shows an
IPC throughput of 1.11. This clearly shows that a new release of the same application
program (with the same input) can result in significant performance degradation (36%
degradation in the case of gcc). To understand this behavior, we now compare the
abstract workload model for gcc-expr95

and

gcc-expr00. Most of the program

characteristics are more or less the same across the two gcc versions. Even the local stride
values (indicative of spatial locality) exhibit a similar distribution. However, the data
footprint (indicative of temporal locality) appears to have increased by a factor of 3.
Based on this observation, we constructed a synthetic benchmark with the same
characteristics as

gcc-expr95

but with three times its data footprint. This benchmark

shows an IPC throughput of 1.19 (an error of only 7.2% compared to IPC of

gcc-

expr00).

This result demonstrates that BenchMaker can be a useful tool to generate
futuristic workloads in the anticipation of changes in program characteristics, and can
help in projecting the impact of workload drift on performance.
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6.5.2.2 Analyzing the impact of increase in code size
Previous characterization studies [Phansalkar et al., 2005] have pointed out that
although the dynamic instruction count has increased by a factor 100 over the four
generations of SPEC CPU benchmark suites, the static instruction count of the programs
has not significantly grown. However, in general, the static instruction count of any
commercial software application tends to increase with every generation as the
application evolves with the advent of new features and functionality. The absence of
any benchmarks that stress the instruction cache makes it difficult to analyze the
performance impact of an application that could result from code footprints that are
substantially larger than available benchmarks.

To illustrate the application of

BenchMaker to study the impact of potential increase in code size on program
performance, we use the AvgSynBench benchmark and vary its code footprint. Figure 6.8
shows different flavors of the AvgSynBench benchmark with varying instruction
footprints to stress the instruction cache.

The graph shows that increases in code size

can have a significant impact on performance and must be taken into account if
application code size is expected to increase.
As such, we can conclude that in absence of any SPEC CPU Integer benchmarks
that stress the instruction cache; this is a plausible approach to project the impact of Icache misses on the performance of an application
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Figure 6.8: Effect of increasing instruction footprint on program performance.
6.6

SUMMARY
The objective of this chapter was to develop a framework that adapts the

benchmark cloning strategy to construct scalable synthetic benchmarks. One of the key
results from this chapter is that it is possible to fully characterize a workload by only
using a limited number of microarchitecture-independent program characteristics, and
still maintain good accuracy.

Moreover, since these program characteristics are

measured at a program level they can be measured more efficiently and are amenable to
parameterization. We implement this approach in a framework called BenchMaker and
demonstrate various applications that help in studying program characteristics that are
typically difficult to vary in standardized benchmarks.
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Chapter 7: Power and Temperature Oriented Synthetic Workloads
Estimating the maximum power and thermal characteristics of a microarchitecture
is essential for designing the power delivery system, packaging, cooling, and
power/thermal management schemes for a microprocessor. Typical benchmark suites
used in performance evaluation do not stress the microarchitecture to the limit, and the
current practice in industry is to develop artificial benchmarks that are specifically
written to generate maximum processor (component) activity. However, manually
developing and tuning such synthetic benchmarks is extremely tedious, requires an
intimate understanding of the microarchitecture, and is therefore very time-consuming.
In this chapter we apply the parameterized workload model developed in Chapter
6 to propose a framework, StressBench, which can be used to automatically construct
stress benchmarks for measuring the maximum power and temperature characteristics of
a given microarchitecture design. The framework uses machine learning algorithms to
optimize workload characteristics to stress the microarchitecture.

This chapter

demonstrates that StressBench is very effective in automatically generating stress
benchmarks in a limited amount of time.
7.1 THE NEED FOR STRESS BENCHMARKS
In recent years, power, energy, and temperature have emerged as first
class constraints in designing microprocessors. At one end of the spectrum, namely in
the domain of hand-held and portable devices, battery life and system cost drive the
design team to develop power and energy efficient systems. Also, with the rise of mobile
computing and pervasive connectivity, devices are becoming smaller and more mobile,
making it essential for platforms to consume less energy, reduce the power density, and
produce less heat. At the other end of the spectrum, in high performance workstation and
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server machines, the complexity of designs, shrinking die sizes, and higher clock speeds,
have rapidly increased the packaging and cooling cost of microprocessors. Computer
architecture research has demonstrated that it is important for a microprocessor design
team to consider power consumption and dissipation limits to adopt a microarchitecture
that balances performance, power, and operating temperature constraints [Brooks and
Martonosi, 2001] [Skadron et al., 2003-2] [Gunther et al., 2001]. As a result, along with
performance, it has become important to measure and analyze the impact of design on
power, energy, and temperature at all stages in a microprocessor design flow – from
microarchitecture definition, register-transfer-level (RTL) description, to circuit-level
implementation.
In order to design a temperature- and power-aware microprocessor it is not
only important to characterize the design’s power consumption, dissipation, and
operating temperature when executing a typical workload, but also to evaluate its
maximum power and operating temperature characteristics. Although a microprocessor
is generally designed to exhibit optimal power/energy-efficient performance on a typical
workload, it is also important to analyze the impact of application code sequences that
could stress the microarchitecture’s power and thermal characteristics to its limit –
although these code sequences are infrequent and may only occur in a short burst
[Vishwanathan et al., 2000] [Rajgopal, 2006] [Gowan et al., 1998]. Therefore, having
knowledge of the worst case maximum power dissipation and operating temperature is
essential for evaluating dynamic power and temperature management strategies, even
during the early stages of microarchitecture definition. Also, large instantaneous power
dissipation can cause overheating (local hot-spots) that can reduce the lifetime of a chip,
degrade circuit performance, or even result in chip failure [Skadron et al., 2003-2].
Having knowledge about the maximum power requirements can therefore also serve as a
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guideline for understanding the limits and boundaries of a circuit.

Estimating the

maximum power dissipation and operating temperature of a microarchitecture is also
vital for designing the thermal package (heat sink, cooling, etc.) for the chip and the
power supply for the system [Vishwanathan et al., 2000]. As such, characterizing the
maximum thermal characteristics and power limits is necessary for microarchitects,
circuit designers, and electrical engineers responsible for thermal packaging and power
delivery system design.
Industry-standard benchmarks that are typically used in performance
evaluation of computer systems are representative of workloads that will be executed on
the target system and can be used for estimating the typical power consumption and
operating temperature of a microprocessor design. However, these benchmarks do not
stress the microarchitecture design to its limit and are not particularly useful when
characterizing the maximum power and thermal requirements of a design. Standardized
benchmarking committees such as the Standard Performance Evaluation Consortium
(SPEC) and EDN Embedded Microprocessor Benchmark Consortium (EEMBC) have
recognized the need for power and energy oriented benchmarks, and are in the process of
developing such benchmark suites [Spec, 2007] [Kanter, 2006].

However, these

benchmarks too will only represent the average power consumption and not the worst
case maximum power dissipation requirement. Due the lack of any standardized stress
benchmarks, current practice in industry is to develop hand-coded synthetic ‘max-power’
benchmarks that are specifically written to generate maximum processor activity for a
particular microarchitecture [Vishwanathan et al., 2000] [Rajgopal, 1996] [Gowan et al.,
1998] [Bhattacharya and Williamson, 2007].
Developing synthetic benchmarks for characterizing maximum power
consumption is non-trivial because the instruction sequence has to simultaneously
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generate maximum processor activity. This requires a very detailed knowledge of the
microarchitecture design [Gowan et al., 1998] and, given the complexity of modern day
out-of-order superscalar microprocessors, writing and tuning different flavors of such
benchmarks for different microarchitectures can take up to several weeks– impacting the
time-to-market [Bhattacharya and Williamson, 2007]. Furthermore, manually developing
a similar benchmark for stressing thermal characteristics would be even more difficult,
time consuming, and error prone. This is primarily because the operating temperature is
not only dependent on power, but also on lateral coupling among microarchitecture
blocks, role of the heat sink, etc. [Skadron et al., 2003-2], and hence tedious to vary by
manually writing a synthetic sequence of instructions.
In this chapter we address the problem of developing stress benchmarks
by proposing a framework, StressBench, which automates the process of generating stress
benchmarks for measuring the maximum power and thermal characteristics of a
microarchitecture.

StressBench synthesizes a benchmark from a specified set of

parameterized workload characteristics (proposed in Chapter 6), and uses machine
learning algorithms to explore attribute values for the workload characteristics that stress
the microarchitecture. The use of StressBench to generate stress benchmarks has four key
advantages over hand-coded synthetic stress benchmarks: (1) StressBench significantly
reduces the time required to develop a stress benchmark and therefore enables developing
a wider spectrum of benchmarks to stress various aspects of the microarchitecture at
earlier stages in the design cycle, (2) StressBench uses automatic design space
exploration algorithms that prevent getting stuck in a local minimum (which is very
likely in a hand-coded test), explores a wider workload space, and increases the
confidence that the generated stress test indeed characterizes the maximum power or
operating temperature of a design, (3) StressBench makes it possible to develop stress
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benchmarks for cases where manually writing a test case is not feasible because the
interaction of program characteristics with the parameter to be stressed (e.g., hot spots) is
not very well understood, and (4) StressBench generates stress tests from a list of
inherent program characteristics and therefore provides insight into the combination of
workload characteristics that result in worst case power dissipation and thermal
characteristics.
7.2

STRESS BENCHMARK GENERATION APPROACH
The flow chart in Figure 7.1 illustrates the approach used by StressBench

to generate benchmarks for stressing a particular microarchitecture design. StressBench
iterates over four steps: (1) Workload Synthesis, (2) Simulation, (3) Evaluating quality of
benchmark, and (4) Workload Space Exploration.
In the first step, Workload Synthesis, a benchmark is synthesized from a
parameterized set of fundamental program characteristics.

These workload

characteristics can be considered as a signature that uniquely describes a stress
benchmark. The parameterized nature of these workload characteristics makes it possible
to alter workload characteristics to vary the stress that a benchmark places on the
microarchitecture.

In the second step, the stress benchmark is simulated on the

microprocessor model and the value of the parameter to be stressed, power, energy, or
temperature, is measured. As mentioned earlier, a microprocessor design team may want
to estimate the maximum power and temperature of a microarchitecture right from the
early design stage exploration to the final circuit level implementation. The model used
for simulation can thus be a high-level performance model, an RTL-level Verilog model,
or a circuit-level implementation. In the third step, a decision to continue or stop is made
based on the stress level placed by the benchmark and the simulation budget. In the
fourth step, Workload Space Exploration, design space exploration or machine learning
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algorithms are used to alter the workload characteristics and improve the quality of the
stress benchmark.

This iterative process continues till the design space exploration

algorithm converges or a maximum exploration time is reached determined by time
constraints.

ADD R1, R2,R3
LD R4, R1, R6
MUL R3, R6, R7
ADD R3, R2, R5
DIV R10, R2, R1
SUB R3, R5, R6
STORE R3, R10, R20
ADD R1, R2,R3
LD R4, R1, R6
MUL R3, R6, R7
ADD R3, R2, R5
DIV R10, R2, R1
SUB R3, R5, R1
BEQ R3, R6, LOOP
SUB R3, R5, R6
STORE R3, R10, R20
DIV R10, R2, R1
………….

ADD R1, R2,R3
LD R4, R1, R6
MUL R3, R6, R7
ADD R3, R2, R5
DIV R10, R2, R1
SUB R3, R5, R6
STORE R3, R10, R20
ADD R1, R2,R3
LD R4, R1, R6
MUL R3, R6, R7
ADD R3, R2, R5
DIV R10, R2, R1
SUB R3, R5, R1
BEQ R3, R6, LOOP
SUB R3, R5, R6
STORE R3, R10, R20
DIV R10, R2, R1
………….

Figure 7.1: Automatic stress benchmark synthesis flow.
In the following section we describe the machine learning
algorithms that we used for automatically searching the application behavior space for
finding the characteristics to stress the microarchitecture.
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7.3

AUTOMATIC EXPLORATION OF WORKLOAD ATTRIBUTES
The design space comprising of the workload characteristics described in

the previous section is extremely large and it is impossible to evaluate every design point.
Therefore, we use automated design space exploration algorithms to efficiently search
and prune the workload space to converge on a set of workload attributes to maximize an
objective function (e.g., thermal stress placed on the microarchitecture). These design
space exploration algorithms are described below – we will evaluate their efficacy in the
evaluation section:
Random Descent (RD) randomly selects one workload characteristic that is
randomly incremented or decremented. The change is only accepted if the objective
function improves. The algorithm iterates till the objective function no longer improves.
Steepest Descent (SD) is similar to the random descent algorithm, but instead of
randomly selecting a dimension it selects the dimension along which the objective
function improves the most. All neighboring design points thus need to be evaluated in
each iteration of the algorithm, which likely makes steepest descent slower than random
descent.
One Parameter at a Time (OP) algorithm successively optimizes each dimension
in a fixed order. Once all dimensions have been optimized, the entire process is repeated
till the objective function no longer improves.
Tabu Search (TS) algorithm is similar to SD except that it always goes in the
steepest descent direction irrespective of whether the objective function improves or not –
this is to avoid getting stuck in a local minimum. A small history of recently visited
design points (called the tabu list) is maintained and these design points are not accepted
to prevent circulating around a local minimum.
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Genetic Search (GS) initially randomly selects a set of design points, called a
generation, which are subsequently evaluated according to the objective function, also
called the fitness function. To form a new population, an offspring, which is a subset of
these design points, is probabilistically selected by weighting their fitness function, i.e., a
fitter function is more likely to be selected. Selection alone cannot introduce new design
points in the search space, therefore mutation and crossover is performed to build the
offspring generation. Crossover is performed, with probability pcross, by randomly
exchanging parts of two selected design points from the current generation. The mutation
operator prevents premature convergence to local optima by randomly altering parts of a
design point, with a small probability pmut. The generational process is continued until a
specified termination condition has been reached. In our experiments we specify the
termination condition as the point when there is little or no improvement in the objective
function across successive generations. We use the genetic search algorithm with pcross
and pmut set to 0.95 and 0.02, respectively.
7.4

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

7.4.1

Simulation Infrastructure
For our StressBench experiments we use the sim-outorder simulator

from the SimpleScalar Toolset v3.0.

In order to estimate the power

characteristics of the benchmarks we use an architectural power modeling tool, namely
Wattch v1.02 [Brooks and Martonosi, 2000] which was shown to provide good
relative accuracy.

In Wattch we consider an aggressive clock gating mechanism

(cc3). For measuring the thermal characteristics we use the HotSpot

v3.1

infrastructure [Skadron et al., 2003-2]. We use the hotfloorplanner tool [Skadron
et al., 2003-2] to develop a layout for the sim-outorder pipeline and use the
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HotSpot tool to estimate the steady-state operating temperature based on the average
power. The synthesized stress tests are compiled using gcc on an Alpha machine and
are simulated for 10 million dynamic instructions. This small dynamic instruction count
serves the needs in this evaluation; however, in case longer-running applications need to
be considered, e.g., when studying the effect of temperature on (leakage) power
consumption, the stressmarks can also be executed in a loop for a longer time. It should
also be noted that StressBench is agnostic to the underlying simulation model, and can be
easily ported to a more accurate industry-standard simulators and/or power/temperature
models.
7.4.2 Benchmarks
In order to evaluate the parameterized workload synthesis framework, we
consider all SPEC CPU2000 benchmarks and select one representative 100M-instruction
simulation point selected using SimPoint [Sherwood et al., 2002]. We also use traces
from three commercial workloads – SPECjbb2005 (representative of Java server
workloads), DBT2 (representative of an OLTP workload), and DBMS (a database
management system workload). The commercial workload traces represent 30 million
instructions once steady-state has been reached (all warehouses have been loaded), and
were generated using the SIMICS full-system simulator.
7.4.3

Stress Benchmark Design Space
The workload characteristics form a multi-dimensional space (instruction

mix, ILP, branch predictability, instruction footprint, data footprint, and data strides). We
bound the stressmark design space by discretizing and restricting the values along each
dimension, see Table 7.1.

This discretization does not affect the generality of the

proposed methodology – its purpose is to keep the evaluation in this chapter tractable.
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The total design space comprises of 250K points. We will evaluate the efficacy of the
genetic search algorithm used in StressMaker against an exhaustive search in this 250K
design space.
Table 7.1: Stress benchmark design space.
Dimension

Num. Values/Ranges
Points

instruction mix and 10
basic block size

Combinations where integer, floating-point, load, store, and
branch instructions are set to low (10%), moderate (40%), and
high (80%)

instruction-levelparallelism

10

Varying from all instructions with virtually no dependencies
(dependency distance > 64 instructions) to all instructions are
dependent on the prior instruction (dependency distance of 1)

data footprint

5

50K, 100K, 500K, 2M, and 5M unique data addresses

local
distribution

stride 10

Varying from 100% references with stride 0, up to 10% with
stride 0 and 90% with stride 10.

instruction footprint

5

600, 1800, 6000, and 20000 unique instructions

branch predictability

10

Varying from 100% branches with transition rate below 10% to
equal distribution of transition rate across all 10 transition rate
categories (0-10%, 10-20%, etc.)

7.4.4

Microarchitecture Configurations
Table 7.2 summarizes the three different microarchitecture configurations,

ranging from a modest 2-way configuration representative of an embedded
microprocessor, to a very aggressive 8-way issue high performance microprocessor. We
used Config 2 as the base configuration for our experiments.
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Table 7.2: Microarchitecture configurations evaluated.
L1 I-cache & Dcache
Size/Assoc/Latency
Fetch, Decode, and
Issue Width

Config 1

Config 2

Config 3

16 KB/2-way/32 B

32 KB / 4-way / 1
cycle

64 KB / 4-way / 1 cycle

2-wide out-of-order

4-wide out-of-order

8-wide out-of-order
Combined (2-level &
bimodal), 4KB

Branch Predictor

2-level

L2 Unified cache –
Size/Assoc/Latency

256KB / 4-way / 10
cycles

Combined (2-level &
bimodal), 4KB
4MB / 8-way / 10
cycles

RUU / LSQ size

16 / 8 entries

128 / 64 entries

256 / 128 entries

Instruction Fetch
Queue

8 entries

32 entries

64 entries

Functional Units

2 Integer ALU, 1 FP
Unit

4 Integer ALU, 2
Floating Point, 1 FP
Multiply/Divide, and 2
Integer
Multiply/Divide unit

8 Integer ALU, 2 Integer
Multiply/Divide, 2 Floating
Point, 2 FP Multiply/Divide
units

Memory Bus Width,
Access Time

8B, 40 cycles

8B, 150 cycles

8B, 150 cycles

7.5

4MB / 8-way / 10 cycles

EVALUATION OF STRESSBENCH FRAMEWORK
We now evaluate the application and usefulness of StressBench by applying the

methodology to generate various flavors of power and thermal stress benchmarks.
Specifically, we apply StressBench to automatically construct benchmarks for
characterizing the maximum power of a microprocessor, creating thermal hotspots, and
thermal stress patterns. We also compare the characteristics of the stress benchmarks
across microarchitectures and evaluate the efficacy of various stress benchmark design
space exploration algorithms.
7.5.1 Maximum Sustainable Power
The maximum sustainable power is the maximum average power that can be
sustained indefinitely over many clock cycles. Estimating the maximum sustainable
power is important for the design of the power delivery system and also the packaging
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requirements for the microprocessor.

We applied the StressBench methodology to

construct a stress benchmark for characterizing the maximum sustainable power of the 4way issue microarchitecture (Config 2) outlined in Table 7.2. Figure 7.2 shows a plot
of the value of the best fitness function (maximum power consumption) in each
generation during the iterative process of stress benchmark synthesis using the genetic
algorithm.

We terminate the search after 15 generations, requiring a total of 225

simulations. The number of generations required before the fitness function can be
accepted is dependent on the search space and the microarchitecture. However, our
experiments on three very different microarchitectures, outlined in Table 7.2, suggest that
there is little improvement beyond 15 generations and therefore for our experiments we
terminate the search after 15 generations.
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Figure 7.2: Convergence characteristics of StressBench.
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Figure 7.3: Scatter plot showing distribution of power consumption across 250K points
in the design space.
This ‘maximum sustainable power’ search process results in a stressmark that has
a maximum average sustainable power-per-cycle of 48.8 W. Figure 7.3 shows the results
of an exhaustive search across all the 250K design points. A comparison of these results
shows that the power of the stressmark is within 1% of the maximum power of the design
point. This suggests that the StressMaker approach is highly effective in finding a
stressmark, and also results in a three orders of magnitude speedup compared to an
exhaustive search. Automatically generating the stressmark on a 2GHz Pentium Xeon
processor using a cross compiler for Alpha and sim-outorder performance model,
typically takes 2.5 hours. Therefore, we believe StressMaker is an invaluable approach
for an expert, because it can quickly narrow down a design space, and provide a
stressmark that can be hand tuned to exercise worst-case behavior.
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Figure 7.4: Comparison of power dissipation of different microarchitecture
units using stress benchmark with the maximum power
consumption across SPEC CPU2000.
Figure 7.4

shows the maximum power dissipation of different microarchitecture

units using the stress benchmark, along with the maximum power dissipation of that unit
across all SPEC CPU2000 integer and floating-point benchmarks, and commercial
workloads. The stressmark exercises all the microarchitecture units more than any of the
SPEC CPU benchmarks. It is interesting that other than branch predictor and the fetch
unit, SPEC CPU2000 benchmarks are more effective in stressing the microarchitecture
units than commercial workloads. Especially, the stressmark causes significantly higher
power dissipation in the instruction window, L1 data cache, clock tree, and the issue
logic.
The workload characteristics of this stress benchmark are – (1) Instruction mix of
40% short latency floating point operations, 40% short latency integer operations, 10%
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branch instructions, and 10% memory operations (2) Register dependency distance of
greater than 64 instructions (i.e., very high level of ILP), (3) 80% of branches having a
transition rate of less than 10% and the remaining 20% branches have a transition rate
between 10-20% (recall that branches with very low transition rates are highly
predictable), (4) Data strides having 95% of the references to the same cache line and 5%
with references to the next cache line, (5) Instruction footprint of 1800 instructions, and
(6) Data Footprint of 100K bytes.
These workload characteristics suggest that the stress benchmark creates a
scenario where the control flow of the program is highly predictable and hence there are
no pipeline flushes, the floating-point units are kept busy due to a large percentage of
floating point operations, the issue logic does not stall due to large dependency distances,
and the locality of the program is such that the data and instruction cache hit rates are
extremely high. The characteristics of this stress benchmark are similar to the handcrafted tests [Gowan et al., 1998] [Bhattacharya and Williamson, 200] that are tuned to
maximize processor activity by fully and continuously utilizing the instruction issue
logic, all of the execution units, and the major buses. However, the advantage over
current practice in building hand-coded max-power benchmarks is that StressBench
provides an automatic process and does not require an intimate understanding of the
microarchitecture, resulting in substantial savings in time and effort. Also, the search
through a large design space increases confidence in the results.
7.5.2

Maximum Single-Cycle Power
Maximum single-cycle power is defined as the maximum total power

consumed during one clock cycle, and is important to estimate the maximum
instantaneous current that can be drawn from the power supply. This characterization is
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also important to understand current variability, referred to as the dI/dt problem, which the
power supply and voltage regulation systems should be able to handle.
We apply the StressBench framework to automatically construct a stress
benchmark that maximizes single-cycle power.

The search process results in a

benchmark that has a maximum single-cycle power dissipation of 72W. The workload
characteristics of this benchmark are (1) Instruction mix of 40% long latency operations,
20% branches, and 40% memory operations, (2) Register dependency distance of greater
than 64 instructions (i.e., very high level of ILP), (3) Equal distribution of branch
transition rate across all the 10 categories, (4) 10% of the data references have a local
stride of 0, 10% a stride of 1, and 80% have a stride of 3 cache lines, (5) Instruction
footprint of 1800 instructions, and (6) Data footprint of 5M unique address. These
characteristics suggest that the benchmark does not yield the best performance due to a
mix of easy and difficult to predict branches (evenly distributed transition rates), possible
issue stalls (large percentage of long latency operations), and data cache misses (large
footprint and strides). Therefore, it is not surprising that the average power consumption
of this benchmark is only 32W. However, the overlapping of various events creates a
condition where all units are simultaneously busy.
Interestingly, the stress benchmark that maximizes the average sustainable power
(section 7.5.1) only has a maximum single-cycle power of 59.5W, and cannot be used to
estimate maximum single-cycle power.

Also, the maximum single-cycle power

requirement of a SPEC CPU benchmark, mgrid, is only 57W. This demonstrates that
the sequence of instructions resulting in maximum single-cycle power is very timing
sensitive (even benchmarks that run for billions of cycles may not probabilistically hit
upon this condition) and is therefore extremely difficult to manually construct.
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Prior work [Joseph et al., 2003] has expressed the need for constructing a ‘dI/dt
stressmark’, and argues that manually developing such a benchmark is extremely difficult
due to knowledge required about the power, packaging, and timing characteristics of the
targeted processor. In order to study the applicability of StressBench to automatically
develop such a ‘dI/dt stressmark’, we used the framework to generate two sequences of
200 instructions – one for maximizing single-cycle power and the other for minimizing
single-cycle power. We then concatenated these two sequences of instructions and
evaluated its power characteristics. Our experiments show that the power consumption in
the benchmark shows a cyclic behavior at a period of 400 instructions - with 72W and
16W as the maximum and minimum single-cycle power consumption.

Also, it is

possible to change the frequency of the power oscillations by varying the number of
instructions of the individual (maximum and single-cycle power) stress tests. These
experiments show that it is indeed possible to automatically generate a ‘dI/dt stressmark’,
which is typically very difficult to hand-craft and tune.
7.5.3

Comparing Stress Benchmarks Across Microarchitectures
We generate stress benchmarks for three different microarchitectures

described in Table 3 and analyze whether the stress benchmarks are similar or different
across microarchitectures. The stress benchmarks generated for Config1, Config2,
and

Config3

are

called

StressBench1,

StressBench2,

and

StressBench3, respectively. We then execute the 3 stress benchmarks on all the three
configurations.

Figure 7.5 shows the average power consumption of each of the

benchmarks across all the 3 configurations.

We observe that the stress benchmark

synthesized for each microarchitecture configuration always results in maximum power
consumption compared to the other two stress benchmarks, i.e., a stress benchmark
generated for one microarchitecture does not result in maximum power for another
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microarchitecture. In fact, a stress benchmark developed for one microarchitecture can
result in extremely low power consumption on another microarchitecture, e.g.,
StressBench1 on Config3.

The three stress benchmarks are similar in that they have highly
predictable branches, small instruction and data footprints, and very large register
dependencies. However, their instruction mixes of computational operations are very
different –

StressBench1 comprises of 80% short latency integer operations,

StressBench2 comprises of 40% short latency floating point operations, 40% short
latency integer operations, and StressBench3 has 40% short latency and 40% long
latency floating-point operations. This is intuitive because, in order to minimize any
structural hazards, the instruction mix of the stress benchmark will depend on the number
of functional units.
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Figure 7.5: Comparison of stress benchmarks across three very different
microarchitectures.
We conclude that the characteristics of benchmarks that cause maximum
power dissipation vary across microarchitecture designs. Therefore, separate custom
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stress benchmarks have to be constructed for different microarchitectures. This further
motivates the importance of having an automated framework to generate stress
benchmarks.
7.5.4

Creating Thermal Hotspots
Applications can cause localized heating of specific units of a microarchitecture

design, called hotspots, which can cause permanent chip damage. Therefore, to study the
impact of hotspots in different microarchitecture units it is important to design
benchmarks that can be used to vary the location of a hotspot [Skadron et al., 2003-2].
We apply StressBench to generate benchmarks that can create hotspots across different
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Figure 7.6: Comparison of hotspots generated by stress benchmarks and SPEC CPU2000
Figure 7.6 compares hotspots generated by StressBench with the hotspots
generated by SPEC CPU2000 benchmarks.

As compared to the SPEC CPU2000

benchmarks, the stress benchmarks are especially very effective in creating hotspots in
the issue, register file, execution, and register remap units. The stress benchmarks can be
effectively used for studying the effect of hotspots in different microarchitecture units.
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7.5.5

Thermal Stress Patterns
In order to support dynamic thermal management schemes it has become

important to place on-chip sensors to monitor temperature at different locations on the
chip. Conceptually, there can be applications that only stress a particular unit that is far
from a sensor, causing hotspots that may not be visible to the distant sensor causing
permanent damage to the chip [Lee et al., 2005] [Gunther et al., 2001]. Typically, only a
few sensors can be placed on a chip. Therefore, the placement of sensors needs to be
optimized based on the maximum thermal gradient that can exist between different units
on the chip. Hand-crafted tests have been typically used to develop such gradients [Lee
et al., 2005]. StressBench seems to be a natural way to optimize a complex objective
function such as the temperature gradient between two microarchitecture units. We
selected a set of microarchitecture units and generated stress benchmarks to maximize the
temperature difference between units that are not adjacent to each other. Table 4 shows
the pair of units, maximum temperature gradient created by the automatically generated
stress benchmark, and the key stress benchmark characteristics.
Table 7.3: Developing thermal stress patterns using StressBench
Pair of
Units
L2 &
Instruction
Fetch

Temperature
Differential
(ºC)
44.6

L2 &
Register
Remap

48.4

Instruction
Cache &
Issue
L2 &
Execution

60.1

Branch

41.3

44.4

Key characteristics of the stressmarks that are automatically
synthesized by StressMaker
(1) Small data footprint and short local strides that result in high L1 d-cache
hit-rates with almost no L2 activity, and (2) 80% short latency operations
with large dependences and highly predictable branches – keeping fetch
busy without any pipeline stalls.
(1) 40% memory operations, large data footprint, and long local strides that
result in a large percentage of L1 cache misses and stress L2, and (2) 40%
short latency memory operations with very large dependency distances that
put minimal stress on the register remap
(1) 40% short latency integer operations, 40% short latency floating-point
operations with very large dependency distances – preventing any structural
hazards due to dependencies and hence stressing the issue unit.
(1) No memory operations, so no stress on L2, and (2) 40% short latency
integer operations and 40% short latency floating-point operations that
stress the execution unit.
(1) 80% branches with transition rate equally distributed between all
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Predictor
& L2
Issue &
LSQ

7.5.6

buckets (0-10% … 90-100%) – a mix of difficult and easy to predict
branches that stress the branch predictor, and (2) No memory operations
resulting almost on L2 activity.
(1) 80% memory operations with small data footprint and short local strides
that result in high L1 d-cache activity and hence stress the load store.

61.0

Quality and Time Complexity of Search Algorithms
So far we have used the genetic search algorithm to explore the workload

behavior space. In this section we compare the quality and time complexity of various
search algorithms described earlier in the chapter.

We implemented each of these

algorithms in the StressBench framework and used them to generate a stress benchmark
that causes maximum power dissipation for the 3 configurations described in Table 7.2.
Figures 7.7 and 7.8 respectively show the time complexity (number of simulations) and
quality (maximum sustainable power of stress benchmark found) of the search
algorithms.
The genetic algorithm requires the maximum number of simulations, but always
yields the best solution. On the other hand the random descent algorithm requires the
least number of simulations, but always yields a suboptimal solution. The reason is that
the performance of the random descent algorithm is very sensitive to the starting point
and it can easily get stuck in local maxima. Automatically generating benchmark using
StressBench on a 2GHz Pentium Xeon processor using a cross compiler for Alpha and
sim-outorder

performance model, typically takes 2.5 hours.

The other algorithms (tabu search, steepest descent, and one parameter at time)
are able to construct good stress benchmarks for some configurations, but do not generate
the best solution on the other configurations. Overall, we conclude that the genetic
algorithm is most effective in finding a stress benchmark, albeit at the cost of a larger
number of simulations.
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Figure 7.8: Comparison of quality of stress benchmark for maximum sustainable power
constructed using different search algorithms.
7.6

SUMMARY
Characterizing the maximum power dissipation and thermal characteristics of a

microarchitecture is an important problem in industry. Typically, hand-coded synthetic
streams of instructions have been used to generate maximum activity in a processor to
estimate the maximum power dissipation. However, due to the increase in complexity of
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microprocessors, and the need to construct synthetic test cases to vary complex
parameters such as thermal characteristics, it is extremely tedious to manually develop
and tune stress benchmarks for different microarchitectures.
In this chapter we presented StressBench, a framework that synthesizes a stress
benchmark from fundamental program characteristics using machine learning algorithms
to tune the program characteristics to stress the microarchitecture under study.

We

showed that StressBench is very effective in constructing stress benchmarks for
measuring maximum average power dissipation, maximum single-cycle power
dissipation, and temperature hot spots. The automated approach to stress benchmark
synthesis can eliminate the time- consuming complex task of hand-coding a stress
benchmark, and also increase the confidence in the quality of the stress benchmark.
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Chapter 8: Conclusions and Directions for Future Research

8.1 CONCLUSIONS
Over the last two decades the advent of standardized application benchmark
suites such as SPEC, TPC, EEMBC etc. have streamlined the process of computer
performance evaluation and benchmarking. The use of benchmarks performance
evaluation has now become the de jure standard in academic research and industry
product development. However, the increase in complexity of computer systems and the
size of application benchmarks has resulted in prohibitive simulation times. Moreover,
due to proliferation in the diversity of software application domains, it is becoming
increasingly difficult develop, maintain, and upgrade standardized benchmark suites.
Consequently, there has been a revival of interest in the computer architecture
community to develop statistical workload models to generate synthetic traces and
benchmarks. The primary motivation for prior research was to reduce the simulation to a
tractable amount of time by automatically generating representative synthetic traces and
benchmarks. The objective of this dissertation work was to advance the state-of-the-art
in benchmark synthesis by increasing the confidence in the use of synthetic workloads,
increase the representativeness of synthetic workload across different microarchitectures,
develop the ability to model emerging applications and futuristic workloads, and develop
temperature and power oriented workloads. Overall, this dissertation improves the
application of synthetic benchmarks beyond reduction in simulation time.
The following are the major findings and contributions of this dissertation work to
the area of performance evaluation and benchmarking:
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Efficacy of Statistical Workload Modeling for Design Space Exploration
We apply the P&B statistical design of experiments technique to evaluate the

ability of statistical workload modeling for early design space studies. P&B provides a
systematic way to evaluate the accuracy and representativeness of statistical workload
modeling by exposing different processor bottlenecks. We draw three key inferences
from this study:
1) At the very least, synthetic traces stress the same 10 most significant processor
performance bottlenecks as the original workload. Since the primary goal of early
design space studies is to identify the most significant performance bottlenecks,
we conclude that statistical simulation is indeed a very useful tool.
2) Statistical simulation has good relative accuracy and can effectively track design
changes to identify feasible design points in a large design space of aggressive
microarchitectures.
3) Our evaluation of four statistical simulation models shows that although a very
detailed model is needed to achieve a good absolute accuracy in performance
estimation, a simple model is sufficient to achieve good relative accuracy. This is
very attractive early in the design cycle when time and resources for developing
the simulation infrastructure are limited.


Microarchitecture-Independent Workload Modeling
We show that it is possible to completely characterize the performance of an

application using microarchitecture-independent workload attributes. We develop a set
of workload characteristics that can be used to capture the data locality and control flow
predictability of a program using microarchitecture-independent characteristics. These
set of characteristics can be considered as a signature that uniquely characterize the
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performance of an application. We characterize a set of embedded, general-purpose, and
scientific benchmarks using these characteristics.


Distilling the Essence of Proprietary Applications into Miniature Synthetic
Benchmarks
We explored a workload synthesis technique that can be used to clone a real-

world proprietary application into a synthetic benchmark clone that can be made
available to architects and designers.

The synthetic benchmark clone has similar

performance/power characteristics as the original application but generates a very
different stream of dynamically executed instructions. By consequence, the synthetic
clone does not compromise on the proprietary nature of the application. In order to
develop a synthetic clone using pure microarchitecture-independent workload
characteristics, we develop memory access and branching models to capture the inherent
data locality and control flow predictability of the program into the synthetic benchmark
clone. We developed synthetic benchmark clones for a set of benchmarks from the SPEC
CPU2000 integer and floating-point, MiBench and MediaBench benchmark suites, and
showed that the synthetic benchmark clones exhibit good accuracy in tracking design
changes. Also, the synthetic benchmark clone runs orders of magnitude faster than the
original benchmark and significantly reduces simulation time on cycle-accurate
performance models.
The technique proposed in this paper will benefit architects and designers to gain
access to real-world applications, in the form of synthetic benchmark clones, when
making design decisions.

Moreover, the synthetic benchmark clones will help the

vendors to make informed purchase decisions, because they would have the ability to
benchmark a processor using a proxy of their application of interest.
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Adapting the Benchmark Generation Approach to Synthesize Scalable
Benchmarks
A key result from this dissertation is that it is possible to fully characterize a

workload by only using a limited number of microarchitecture-independent program
characteristics, and still maintain good accuracy.

Moreover, since these program

characteristics are measured at a program level they can be measured more efficiently
and are amenable to parameterization. This makes it possible to adapt the benchmark
generation strategy to develop a parameterized workload model that can synthesize
scalable benchmarks. We demonstrate various applications of this technique that help in
studying program characteristics that are typically difficult to vary in standardized
benchmarks. Also, the ability to parameterize workloads makes it possible to extract key
workload characteristics from commercial applications, which are typically very difficult
to setup in a simulation environment, and model them in a synthetic benchmark.

This

makes it possible to use commercial workloads in simulation based research and early
design space performance and power studies.


Power and Temperature Oriented Characterization Benchmarks
We a novel technique, StressBench, that can be used to synthesize a stress

benchmark from fundamental program characteristics. The StressBench approach uses
machine learning algorithms to tune the program characteristics to stress the
microarchitecture under study.

We showed that StressBench is very effective in

constructing stress benchmarks for measuring maximum average power dissipation,
maximum single-cycle power dissipation, and temperature hot spots. The automated
approach to stress benchmark synthesis can eliminate the time- consuming complex task
of hand-coding a stress benchmark, and also increase the confidence in the quality of the
stress benchmark.
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8.2 DIRECTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH


Multithreaded and Multi-core Workload Synthesis
The improvement of single-thread performance with power and complexity of

microarchitectures as first class constraints, is reaching a point of diminishing returns.
The future trend in computer architecture is towards exploiting the coarse-grain
parallelism and concurrency in workloads. To take full advantage of this there is a
consensus towards developing multi-core and multithreaded microprocessors.

The

design, evaluation, and optimization of multi-core and multithreaded architectures poses
a daunting challenge to architectures and researchers.

At this time representative

benchmarks oriented towards performance evaluation of multi-core architectures are
lacking at this time. Developing and standardizing such benchmarks is a non-trivial task,
and are much more complex to develop in comparison to single-threaded benchmarks.
Synthetic benchmarks would be useful tool to model the behavior of multithreaded
workloads. An interesting and challenging direction for future work would be to develop
approaches to characterize and identify the key performance attributes of multithreaded
workloads and develop approaches to model them into representative synthetic
benchmarks.


Portability of Synthetic Benchmarks Across Architectures
The benchmark synthesis approach in this dissertation uses instruction set

architecture (ISA) specific instructions embedded in C-code. Therefore, the only way to
port the synthetic benchmark across different architectures would be to generate a
separate benchmark for each ISA. Typically, every microprocessor designer would be
interested only in one particular architecture and therefore this may not be a severe
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problem in practice. However, if the synthetic benchmark clone is to be made truly
portable across ISAs, it would be important to address this concern. One possibility to
address this challenge would be to generate the synthetic benchmark clone in a virtual
instruction set architecture or an intermediate compiler format that can be consumed by
compilers for different ISAs.

Another possibility would be binary translating the

synthetic benchmark clone binary to the ISA of interest. The key challenge in these
approaches is to be able to retain the inherent program characteristics of the synthetic
benchmark across different architectures. Investigating these approaches would be an
interesting direction for future research work.
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